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Abstract
The polarisation of X-rays emitted during K shell dielectronic recombination
(DR) into highly charged ions was studied using electron beam ion traps. In the
first experiment, the degree of linear polarisation of X-rays due to K shell DR
transitions of highly charged krypton ions was measured with a newly developed
Compton polarimeter based on SiPIN diodes. Such polarisation measurements al-
low a study of the population mechanism of magnetic sublevels in collisions between
electrons and ions. In a second experiment, the influence of Breit interaction be-
tween electrons on the polarisation of X-rays emitted during K shell DR into highly
charged xenon ions was studied. Here, polarisation measurements provide an access
to the finer details of the electron-electron interaction in electron-ion collisions.
Furthermore, a second Compton polarimeter based on silicon drift detectors
has been developed for polarisation measurements at synchrotrons. It has been
developed for X-ray polarimetry with a high energy resolution for energies between
6 keV and 35 keV. It was tested in the course of polarisation measurements at an
electron beam ion trap and at a synchrotron radiation source.

Zusammenfassung
Die Polarisation von Ro¨ntgenquanten, die in dielektronischer Rekombination
(DR) in die K-Schale hochgeladener Ionen erzeugt werden, wurde mithilfe von
Elektronenstrahl-Ionenfallen untersucht. In einem ersten Experiment wurde der
Grad der linearen Polarisation von Ro¨ntgenquanten, welche in K-Schalen DR U¨ber-
ga¨ngen in hochgeladenen Kryptonionen emittiert werden, mit einem neu entwick-
elten Compton-Polarimeter, welches auf SiPIN Dioden basiert, gemessen. Solche
Polarisationsmessungen erlauben eine Untersuchung von Bevo¨lkerungsmechanismen
von magnetischen Unterschalen in Kollisionen zwischen Elektronen und Ionen. In
einem zweiten Experiment wurde der Einfluss untersucht, den die Breit-Wechsel-
wirkung zwischen Elektronen auf die Polarisation von Ro¨ntgenquanten hat, die in
K-Schalen DR U¨berga¨ngen in hochgeladenen Xenonionen emittiert werden. Hier
erlauben Polarisationsmessungen einen Einblick in die feinen Details der Elektron-
Elektron Wechselwirkung in Kollisionen zwischen Elektronen und Ionen.
Des Weiteren wurde ein zweites Compton-Polarimeter entwickelt, welches auf
Silizium-Drift-Detektoren basiert, fu¨r Polarisationsmessungen an Synchrotronen.
Es wurde fu¨r Polarisationsmessungen im Ro¨ntgenbereich mit hoher Energieauflo¨sung
fu¨r Energien im Bereich von 6 keV bis 35 keV entwickelt. Es wurde bei Polarisa-
tionsmessungen an einer Elektronenstrahl-Ionenfalle und einer Synchrotronstrahlen-
quelle getestet.
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1 Introduction
1 Introduction
Studying collisional processes in laboratory plasmas of stored highly charged ions
(HCI) is a tool to probe our understanding of relativistic particle dynamics under
the presence of strong nuclear electromagnetic fields [1]. The dominant radiative
processes in collisions between electrons and ions in plasmas, which are radiation
excited by electron impact, synchrotron radiation and bremsstrahlung, and elec-
tron recombination, exhibit distinct polarisation traits. Analysing the polarisation
features of the emitted radiation yields the magnetic sublevel population of ex-
cited ionic states, called alignment, which in strong electromagnetic fields shows
influences of higher-order multipole transitions [2] [3] and relativistic effects [4] [5].
Furthermore QED contributions are predicted [6] [7].
Nearly ninety years ago in 1927, J. R. Oppenheimer described the polarisation
of radiation following electron impact [8]. An atom is excited by electron impact
to certain Zeeman components of a higher level. By calculating the probabilities
of radiative transitions to the Zeeman components of a lower level, the polarisation
of the emitted radiation can be obtained. If the emitted radiation is observed
perpendicular to the electron propagation direction, its degree of linear polarisation
is defined as P= (I‖ − I⊥)/(I‖ + I⊥) with the intensity of radiation with the electric
field vector parallel, I‖, and perpendicular, I⊥, to the electron direction. This theory
has then been complemented during the following years to include e.g. effects due
to nuclear spin [9]. Early polarisation measurements conducted by A. Ellett et
al. in 1926 [10], which showed a polarisation of 30% of the mercury λ2537 line,
could then be explained on the basis of alignment production following directional
electron impact excitation. In the following decades studies of the polarisation of
radiation following electron impact excitation came to include effects due to near
threshold excitations [11], as well as experimental [12] and theoretical [13] studies
of impact radiation in the X-ray regime.
Studies of the polarisation features of non-resonant electron recombination, i.e.
radiative electron capture or radiative recombination, up to the highest charge states
of the heaviest ions have been performed theoretically [14, 15, 16] as well as exper-
imentally [5] during the last two decades. Here, for strong electromagnetic fields of
HCIs, the influence of higher-order multipole transitions becomes pronounced, as
e.g. in the polarisation of the Ly-α1 transition following radiative electron capture
into the ionic L shell for U92+ [17]. Such polarisation measurements enable studies
of the influence E1-M2 mixing has on the alignment of the 2p3/2 state, see figure 1.
For heavy, few electron ions, the electric dipole approximation fails to describe the
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alignment of the excited ionic states [18]; multipole-mixing effects may even domi-
nate, as it is the case for the angular distribution of radiative deexcitation lines in
resonant electron capture into excited electronic states [19].
Figure 1: Linear polarisation of the Ly-α1 transition following radiative electron
capture. The measured degree of linear polarisation is compared with theory cal-
culations in the electric dipole approximation (E1), dotted line, and also taking
E1-M2 mixing into account, solid line. Taken from [17].
Alignment is also studied in resonant electron recombination, e.g. in resonant
transfer and excitation (RTE) in collisions between light atoms and HCIs. Here, a
loosely bound electron is transferred from the atom to the ion with a simultaneous
excitation of an ionic electron. The decay radiation from this excited intermediate
state has an anisotropic angular distribution if the intermediate state is aligned [20].
By measuring the angular differential cross section of radiation emitted in RTE in
collisions between U91+ and hydrogen atoms, relativistic effects in the electron-
electron interaction have been shown to influence the alignment of the intermediate
state [21] [22]. Studies of the polarisation of the radiation emitted in RTE have up
to now not been performed.
A similar resonant electron recombination process to RTE is dielectronic recom-
bination (DR), where, in the first step, an unbound electron is resonantly captured
by an ion under simultaneous excitation of a bound electron. An autoionising
doubly-excited state is formed. In the second step, this intermediate state decays
radiatively [23]. If the recombining electrons have a directionality, the formed in-
termediate state is aligned and the corresponding DR lines are polarised. DR is a
prominent process in collisions of electrons with HCIs. With the electron energy
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tuned into a DR resonance, DR even dominates the recombination rate over the
non-resonant electron recombination [24]. Theoretical studies about the polarisa-
tion of radiation emitted in DR have been started twenty years ago [25] [26], and
are still being continued [7]. Up to now, experimental studies on the polarisation of
radiation emitted in DR have been sparse. Theoretical research on the polarisation
of DR radiation also includes relativistic effects [27]. On the experimental side,
Shlyptseva and co-workers [25] [28] have measured polarisation features of dielec-
tronic recombination lines excited by an electron beam in K shell X-ray spectra of
highly charged iron ions using a polarisation sensitive Bragg crystal spectrometer.
Here only features indicating polarised radiation could be measured and no degree of
linear polarisation could be derived. The analysis of polarisation dependent spectra
from Bragg polarimeters suffers from a need to account for the crystal reflectivity
and its polarisation sensitivity. These inherent difficulties make such polarisation
measurements difficult to perform
In diagnostics of hot plasmas, information about the directionality of the plasma
electrons can be deduced from measurements of linear polarisation of DR X-ray lines
[29] [26]. A high anisotropy in the velocity distribution of the recombining plasma
electrons results in a high degree of linear polarisation of DR lines. Anisotropy
in the directionality of the plasma electrons also results in an anisotropic X-ray
emission, which affects the intensity measurement of DR lines [27, 19, 30]. This,
in turn, affects plasma temperature diagnostics, which are performed with DR X-
ray lines. For solar flares, for example, the intensity ratio of a DR line Is to its
corresponding principal excitation line in He-like systems Iw, due to the direct
excitation, 1s2p 1P 01 −→ 1s2 1S0, has been used as a measure of the plasma electron
temperature Te [31]:
Is
Iw
=
αs
qw
; αs = f(Te)SRC(s) (1)
with the recombination rate αs(Te) through the DR line, and the rate coefficient
qw. The recombination rate through the DR resonance depends on the plasma
electron temperature through a temperature dependent term f(Te) as well as on
the resonance recombination strength SRC . For the dielectronic capture, the plasma
electron energy has to fulfil the resonance condition for a particular ionic excitation
level, while for the corresponding principal line, the electron energy just has to
be high enough for the threshold of excitation of the core transition. Thus, the
ratio Is/Iw is sensitive to the plasma electron energy distribution and is therefore
sensitive to the plasma temperature.
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The interest in the polarisation of DR X-rays also arises from the point of view
of understanding the basic electron-electron interaction in the extreme regime of
strong Coulomb fields of HCIs. DR is the strongest resonant process in electron-
ion collisions, and it is as such governed by the electron-electron interaction [24].
The latter is of fundamental importance for atomic and molecular physics as it
defines the level structure as well as the dynamics of collision processes. In the
non-relativistic limit, the interaction between electrons is given by the Coulomb
interaction. In the strong fields of heavy HCI, the Breit interaction modifies their
interaction potential. The (generalised) Breit interaction (BI) encompasses the
lowest-order QED effects in electron-electron interactions; it includes the retarda-
tion in the exchange of a single virtual photon between the electrons as well as
magnetic effects [32]. BI is often viewed as a correction to the Coulomb interaction
since it causes only small shifts in the energy levels in atoms and ions. BI becomes
pronounced for collisional processes involving deep inner-shell electrons in heavy
ions, as e.g. in the 1s electron impact ionisation cross section for H-like uranium,
which it enhances by about 50% [33]. In collisions between electrons and HCIs, BI
has a strong influence on the DR resonance strength for heavy HCI [32] [34]. In
Li-like system, for example, the BI contribution increases with the atomic number
Z, see figure 2.
Figure 2: Resonance strength ratios between two DR resonances into Li-like iodine
(Z=53), holmium (Z=67) and bismuth (Z=83) ions. Resonance B, with the in-
termediate state [1s2s2p21/2]1, is not influenced by BI, while resonance A, with the
intermediate state [1s2s22p1/2]1, shows a strong influence. Taken from [32].
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One of the strongest effects of Breit interaction on the electron-electron inter-
action in collisions between electrons and ions was predicted by S. Fritzsche et al.
to be on the linear polarisation of DR X-rays [6]. For the specific DR resonance
of initially Li-like ions, called Li1, populating the intermediate state [1s2s
22p1/2]1,
the influence of BI interaction was predicted to reverse the polarisation direction
of electric-dipole radiation emitted in the radiative decay, see figure 3. Here, BI
increasingly dominates the Coulomb repulsion in the interaction between the free
and the bound electron of ions with higher atomic numbers Z. Thus, measuring the
polarisation of DR X-rays is one of the most sensitive probes of the electron-electron
interaction in the presence of strong Coulomb fields of heavy nuclei.
Coulomb
Coulomb + Breit
Figure 3: Theoretical calculations of the degree of linear polarisation of the DR
X-ray emission for the decay from the intermediate state [1s2s22p1/2]1, observed at
an angle perpendicular to the recombining electron propagation direction. Taken
from [6]
In 2014, Z. Hu et al. [35] measured the atomic number dependence of the mag-
netic sublevel population in the autoionising state formed in the Li1 DR resonance,
combining X-ray and DR resonance strength measurements. Their measurements
were performed at the Electron Beam Ion Trap (EBIT) in Tokyo, a device capable
of producing and trapping HCIs. The DR resonance strengths were obtained by
measuring the ion abundance in the trap. This introduces uncertainties due to ion
escape from the trap and multiple charge exchange in collisions between the HCIs
and the residual gas in the trap. Their measurements demonstrate the influence
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BI has on the alignment of the intermediate state for heavier ionic systems, albeit
with substantial relative uncertainties, see figure 4. Including relativistic effects like
BI leads to a higher population of magnetic sublevels whose population is strongly
suppressed in the non-relativistic level, i.e. sublevels with the magnetic quantum
number md = 0.
Figure 4: Alignment parameter A2 for the intermediate state [1s2s22p1/2]1 in DR
of Li-like Pr, Ho and Au. The experimental results are shown by black squares.
Theoretical values are plotted as red and blue dots. Solid circles refer to calculations
with the flexible atomic code [36], while open circles refer to calculations with the
RATIP code [37]. Taken from [35]
This thesis work describes a more direct approach to study the influence of BI
on the alignment of the intermediate state in the Li1 DR resonance. A dedicated
semiconductor based Compton polarimeter was employed to measure the polarisa-
tion of DR X-ray lines of two ion species, krypton (Z = 36) and xenon (Z = 54).
With these measurements, the influence BI has on the polarisation of the X-ray
radiation of the Li1 resonance was clearly resolved. This more direct access to the
alignment of the intermediate state formed in the Li1 resonance, in comparison to
the experiment performed by Hu et al., yields lower uncertainties in studying the
influence BI has on the electron-electron interaction.
Two Compton polarimeters for the X-ray energy region of 6 - 35 keV, where
most of the transitions in mid-Z HCIs are, are presented in this thesis. The first
prototype, which is based on silicon PIN (SiPIN) diodes, was specially designed for
alignment studies at EBITs. With its detector chips operating at room temperature,
it has an energy resolution of 3.5 keV at 13 keV. This was sufficient to measure the
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polarisation of X-ray DR lines of mid-Z HCIs. For the next generation the goal
was a higher energy resolution, which was achieved by implementing Peltier cooled
silicon drift detector (SDD) chips. This new generation has an energy resolution of
600 eV at 13 keV. It is designed for experiments at synchrotron radiation sources.
Here, single transitions of HCIs can be studied by resonant single-photon excitation,
which provides a much cleaner environment for polarisation measurements. Test
measurements with the new polarimeter generation at the Petra III synchrotron
radiation source in Hamburg are presented in this thesis, see chapter 6.3.
The polarimeters use the polarisation dependent Compton angular scattering
distribution to measure the degree of linear polarisation of X-rays in the energy
region of 6 - 35 keV. X-ray polarisation measurements on HCIs in this energy region
have been difficult to conduct for a number of reasons. For ions much heavier than
iron, K shell X-rays are out of the useful range of Bragg crystal polarimeters [25].
For Compton polarimetry, the low energy threshold has been at 60 keV for most
of the 20th century. For X-rays with energies below this threshold, the efficiency
of Compton scattering becomes small. Germanium-based polarimeters have been
used for X-ray energies above 60 keV up to the MeV range [5] [38] [39]. They have
been used, for example, to measure the degree of linear polarisation of radiative
electron capture into the K shell of bare uranium ions with an X-ray energy at 250
keV [5].
The development of polarimeters for the low energy region of hard X-rays is
not only relevant for fundamental atomic physics research but also for studies of
astrophysical plasmas. Here X-ray and gamma ray polarimetry is used to pinpoint
the source of radiation from astrophysical plasmas like pulsars [40] and black holes
[41]. The degree and angle of radiation from such sources also yields information
about the emission mechanisms of their radiation, the geometry and orientation of
the source. So far X-ray and gamma ray polarimetry has only been performed for
the Crab, a pulsar with its associated nebula. For the X-ray region, at 2.6 keV
and 5.2 keV, the degree of linear polarisation is 19.2% and 19.5% with an angle of
156.4◦ and 152.6◦[42], see figure 5. For the gamma range for 100 keV to 1 MeV, it
is (46±10)% with an angle of (123±11)◦ [40]. The measured degrees of polarisation
confirm the X-ray emission mechanism as synchrotron radiation. The high degree
of polarisation of the gamma rays indicates that they originate from a site close to
the neutron star because such high degrees of polarisation need a highly structured
magnetic field. The angle of polarisation of the X-ray emission, on the other hand,
suggests a different production site.
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Figure 5: Modulation curves obtained at 2.6 keV during (upper curve) observa-
tions of the Crab nebula and during (lower curve) observations of the instrumental
background. Taken from [42]
Moreover, the laboratory polarisation measurement techniques and data are
useful for the future X-ray satellite missions where X-ray polarimetry is the goal,
as e.g. XIPE (X-ray Imaging Polarimetry Explorer) [43], with its goal to study
anisotropies in astrophysical plasmas like active galactic nuclei, or the observatory
ASTROSAT [44], which is planned to house a Compton polarimeter for polarimetry
measurements on cosmic X-ray sources in the energy regime form 100 keV to 250
keV.
As mentioned in the preceding paragraphs, in this thesis work, X-ray polarisation
measurements have been performed to study the influence Breit interaction has
on the electron-electron interaction in collisions between electrons and ions. For
further research at synchrotron radiation sources, a new generation of Compton
polarimeters has been developed and tested at two X-ray radiation sources. Such
polarisation studies are necessary for diagnostics of astrophysical and laboratory
plasmas.
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1.1 Organisation of the Thesis
This thesis is organised as follows:
• Chapter 2 introduces the theoretical background of the Dirac theory and
Breit interaction which is used to describe the electron-electron interaction.
The two main electron-ion recombination processes relevant for this thesis,
dielectronic and radiative recombination, are discussed. The density matrix
formalism is introduced which describes the population of magnetic sublevels
in DR and it is used to derive the polarisation of DR lines. Furthermore the
interaction processes of photons with matter relevant for the experimental
setups is discussed.
• Chapter 3 deals with the experimental setups for the alignment measurements
consisting of EBITs, which produce and trap HCIs. Furthermore a Compton
polarimeter based on silicon PIN diodes is presented.
• Chapter 4 describes an experiment on the linear polarisation of DR into highly
charged krypton ions, in which the magnetic sublevel population of the inter-
mediate state was studied.
• Chapter 5 depicts an experiment on the influence Breit interaction has on the
polarisation of a specific DR resonance in highly charged xenon ions, labelled
Li1, with the intermediate state [1s2s
22p1/2]1. Here Breit interaction leads to
a significant change in the population of magnetic sublevels and hence the
polarisation of this line.
• Chapter 6 describes a newly developed generation of Compton polarimeters
based on SDD chips, which offer an improved energy resolution. Results of the
first polarisation measurements with this new detector generation performed
at an EBIT are discussed. The characterisation of the new polarimeter was
done at the synchrotron radiation source, Petra III, in Hamburg.
• Chapter 7 concludes this thesis and offers an outlook on how this work can
be applied in further research.
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2 Theoretical Description
2 Theoretical Description
2.1 Dirac Theory and Breit Interaction
Breit interaction is the name given to the combined magnetic and relativistic con-
tributions to the electron-electron interaction. To motivate and derive the Breit
interaction operator, the Schro¨dinger equation and the Hamilton operator are in-
troduced, which offer a non-relativistic description of the dynamics of quantum
mechanical states. It is used to derive energy levels of bound states of one-electron
ions. The Dirac equation, the central relativistic quantum mechanic equation of
motion, is also solved for bound states of one-electron ions. For systems with more
than one electron interactions between electrons have to be taken into account.
Starting from the Lagrangian of an electron moving in the electromagnetic field of
another electron, retarded potentials in Lorenz gauge are introduced to derive the
classical Breit operator, which is used throughout this thesis to account for magnetic
and retardation effects in the electron-electron interaction. For more detailed in-
formation about the Schro¨dinger equation, Dirac theory and energy levels of bound
states of one electron ions, references [45], [46], [47] and [48] can be consulted. The
following chapters are based on these textbooks.
2.1.1 Schro¨dinger Equation
The Schro¨dinger equation is the central non-relativistic equation of motion in quan-
tum mechanics. It describes the dynamics of quantum mechanical states, their tem-
poral evolution. It cannot be derived from first principles; it can only be justified
using the correspondence principle [45]. The Hamilton operator H determines the
dynamics of the system and possible energy eigenvalues E.
H(~x,t) |ψ(~x,t)〉 = E |ψ(~x,t)〉 = ih¯ ∂
∂t
|ψ(~x,t)〉 (2)
The wave function ψ(~x,t) describes the quantum state of the system. It contains
all information about the system. All possible wave functions form an abstract vec-
tor space, the Hilbert space. |ψ(~x,t)〉 is the state vector which represents a particular
state of the system at a given time t. The Hamilton operator can also be ”derived”
from the correspondence principle.
H(~x,t) = Ekin + Epot = − h¯
2m
∆ + V(~x,t) (3)
m is the mass of the system, ∆ the Laplacian and V(~x,t) the potential.
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The Schro¨dinger equation can be analytically solved for bound states of one-
electron ions [46]. The Coulomb potential, VC = −Zer , with Z as nuclear charge
number and r = |~x|, describes the interaction between electron and nucleus. This
two-particle problem can be equivalently described as a single particle with mass
µ = meMk
me+Mk
moving in the potential V = −Ze2
r
. In spherical coordinates, ~x 7−→
(r, θ, φ), the isotropy of the potential enables us to separate the Schro¨dinger equation
and thus the wave function in a radial and angular part: ψ(r,θ,φ) = R(r)Ω(θ,φ). The
equation for the radial part
[− h¯
2
2µ
d2
dr2
− h¯
2
r
d
dr
+
h¯2l(l + 1)
2µr2
− Vr]Rn,l(r) = En,lRn,l(r) (4)
with n as principal quantum number and l as angular momentum quantum
number yields the energy eigenvalues and radial wave functions
En,l = En = −1
2
µc2
(αZ)2
n2
; Rn,l(r) = e
−r/na0rlLn,l (5)
with the associated Laguerre polynomials Ln,l. The angular part of the Schro¨dinger
equation is solved by the spherical harmonics Yl,m(θ,φ), with the magnetic quantum
number m. The quantum numbers l and m, with l < n and m = −l, .., l, define
the angular momentum L = h¯
√
l(l + 1) and its projection on the quantisation
axis, here the z-direction, Lz = mh¯. The states with different m for given n, l
are called magnetic sublevels. In this non-relativistic treatment the energy of the
eigenstates depends only on the principal quantum number n. Experimental results
show a finer level structure which can be explained in a relativistic treatment of
one-electron ions.
2.1.2 Dirac Equation
The Dirac equation is the central relativistic equation of motion in quantum me-
chanics, describing spin-1/2 particles. The Schro¨dinger equation, with its linear
derivation with respect to the time coordinate and its second derivation with re-
spect to the position coordinate, violates the symmetry requirements of special rel-
ativity [47]. The Dirac equation is linear in its spatial coordinates, which satisfies
relativistic covariance [48]
HD(~x,t) |ψ(~x,t)〉 = (c~ˆα~p+ βˆm0c2) |ψ(~x,t)〉 = E |ψ(~x,t)〉 = ih¯ ∂
∂t
|ψ(~x,t)〉 (6)
with
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αˆi =
 0 σi
σi 0
 ; σ1 =
0 1
1 0
 , σ2 =
0 −i
i 0
 , σ3 =
1 0
0 −1
 (7)
βˆ =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1
 (8)
The σi are the Pauli matrices. The Dirac equation is an equation of motion for
4-component spinors:
ψ(~x,t) =
ψA
ψB
 with ψA =
ψ1(~x,t)
ψ2(~x,t)
 and ψB =
ψ3(~x,t)
ψ4(~x,t)
 (9)
The upper components ψA are interpreted as the spin states for regular particles,
while the lower components ψB are interpreted as the spin states for their antipar-
ticles.
The Dirac equation can also be analytically solved for bound states of one-
electron ions [47] if we assume that the nucleus rests in space and the much lighter
electron is moving in its potential. The Dirac equation for this system consists
of two coupled differential equations, one for the upper and another for the lower
components.
~σ~pψB =
1
c
(E − V~x −m0c2)ψA ; ~σ~pψA = 1
c
(E − V~x +m0c2)ψB (10)
These equations are again solved using a separation ansatz
ψA jlm (r,θ,φ) = ig(r)Yjlm (r,θ,φ) ; ψB jlm (r,θ,φ) = −f(r)Yjlm (r,θ,φ) (11)
where j is the total angular momentum quantum number with~j = ~l+~s. Here ~s is the
spin of the particle, with its quantum number s, defining its length S = h¯
√
s(s+ 1)
and its projection on the quantisation axis sz = msh¯ with ms = −s, ..., s. In this
case the particle is an electron, a spin-1/2 particle, which means that s = 1/2. The
total angular momentum has the length J = h¯
√
j(j + 1) with |l − s| < j < |l + s|.
For the radial equation, this yields ordinary coupled differential equations for g(r)
and f(r).
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− (E +m0c2 − V )f + h¯c(dg
dr
+
κ+ 1
r
g) = 0 (12)
(E −m0c2 − V )g + h¯c(df
dr
+
1− κ
r
f) = 0 (13)
with the Dirac quantum number
κ = ∓(j + 1)
−l − 1 for j = l + 1/2l for j = l − 1/2 (14)
Solving the radial equations yields the energy eigenvalues
En,j = m0c
2
√
1 +
(Zα)2
(n− δj)2 with δj = j +
1
2
−
√
(j +
1
2
)2 − (Zα)2 (15)
In the relativistic Dirac theory, the energy eigenvalues of the system electron-
ion depend on the principal quantum number n and the total angular momentum
quantum number j. This is in line with experimental observations. To highlight
the connection with the non-relativistic theory, we expand equation (15) in powers
of (Zα)2.
En,j = m0c
2[1− (Zα)
2
2n2
− (Zα)
4
2n3
(
1
j + 1/2
− 3
4n
) + ...] (16)
The zero order term (Zα)0 represents the rest energy of the electron, the first
order term term represents the energy eigenvalues of the non-relativistic theory, and
the second order term encompasses the relativistic corrections, which are also called
fine-structure corrections.
Further corrections are necessary to account for effects measured at higher pre-
cision. Taking the spin of the nucleus into account leads to the so called hyperfine
corrections. Furthermore there are discrepancies between Dirac theory and exper-
imental observations which can only be explained in the framework of quantum
electrodynamics. The most prominent one are the corrections deriving from the
interactions of the electron with its own radiation field, the self-energy of the elec-
tron.
2.1.3 Breit Interaction
For systems with more than one electron, the interaction between electrons has to
be taken into account. In addition to the Coulomb potential in the electromagnetic
13
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interaction of two or more massive spin-1/2 particles, Breit interaction accounts for
retardation and magnetic interactions between two electrons. Retardation effects
become strong for electrons in heavy ions, as their velocity scales with the atomic
number of the ion. Breit interaction is often interpreted as a correction to the
Coulomb potential. In the years 1929-32, Gregory Breit published a series of papers
[49] [50] [51] deriving this correction term for the Dirac Hamiltonian. To derive these
corrections, we look at the Lagrangian of an electron moving in an electromagnetic
field caused by another moving electron with the potential (φ, ~A), see figure 6.
e-
e-γ
Figure 6: Illustration of retardation effects in the interaction between two electrons.
An electron moves in the electromagnetic field caused by another electron moving
at relativistic energies.
L1 = L1( ~x1, ~v1) = −γmc2 − eφ+
e
c
~A~v1 (17)
with the retarded potentials in Lorenz gauge
φ~x,t =
∫
1
R
[ρ(~r′,t′)]retd
3r′ ; ~A~r,t =
∫
1
cR
[~j(~r′,t)]retd
3r′ (18)
with ~R = ~x1 − ~x2 and [...]ret = [...]t′=t−R/c =
∞∑
n=0
(−1)n
n!
(
R
c
)n∂t[...] (19)
We expand the Lagrangian around t in powers of R/c, cut off the Taylor expan-
sion after the second term and do the following gauge transformation
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φ′ = φ− 1
c
∂tf ; ~A
′ = ~A+ ~∇ with f := e
2c
∂tR (20)
which yields the 2nd order Darwin Lagrangian, also known as classical Breit inter-
action.
L(2)1,2 =
e2
c2R
~v1 ~v2 − e
2
2c2R
~v1 ~v2 +
e2
2c2R3
(~v1 ~R)(~v2 ~R) (21)
The first term is the magnetostatic current-current interaction and the second and
third term together are the retarded electric interaction or scalar interaction. With
the replacement ~v = i
h¯
[~x,HD] = c~α, we arrive at the classical Breit interaction
Hamiltonian
HB = ~α1 ~α2
2~R
+
( ~α1 ~R)( ~α2 ~R)
2~R3
(22)
In the framework of quantum electrodynamics, a more precise theory of Breit
interaction, the generalised Breit interaction [52], can be derived. Considering the
first-order Feynman diagram of electron-electron interaction, the exchange of a vir-
tual photon, the potential for Breit interaction is found to be
VB =
∑
i<j
(−(~αi ~αj)exp(iωRij)
Rij
+ (~αi ~∇i)( ~αj ~∇j)exp(iωRij)− 1
ω2Rij
) (23)
with ω as the frequency of the exchanged photon and Rij = |~xi− ~xj|. The classically
derived Breit interaction operator is the limit of the generalised Breit interaction
operator as ω −→ 0 [53]. Only for high-Z ions, for which ω increases, it becomes
necessary to use the generalised Breit interaction operator.
Breit interaction becomes more pronounced at relativistic energies. For highly
charged ions, this means the effect of Breit interaction can be observed for high-Z
systems with relativistic electrons. Still its effect on binding energies [54] is relatively
small. Its effect on dynamic processes with more than one electron involved, e.g.
dielectronic recombination, is predicted to be substantial [6].
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2.2 Interaction of Photons with Matter
The following chapter discusses the major processes of interactions between photons
and matter, which are relevant for the detectors and experimental setups used in
this thesis. For the photon energies in our experiments, the relevant processes
are the photoelectric effect, Compton and Rayleigh Scattering. The X-ray energies
relevant for this thesis work, 6 keV to 35 keV, are too small for pair production. The
relevant materials are silicon, beryllium and boron carbide (B4C). In the Compton
polarimeters used in this thesis work, the detector chips are made of silicon, whereas
the scattering materials are made of either beryllium or boron carbide. Silicon has
a high photoelectric absorption cross section in the relevant energy range, which
makes it suitable as a material for detector chips, see figure 7. Beryllium and boron
carbide have a high Compton scattering cross section for X-ray energies between
6 keV and 35 keV, which are of similar strength as their photoabsorption cross
sections, see figures 8 and 9. They are used as scattering material.
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Figure 7: Photon cross sections for photoelectric absorption and scattering in silicon
in the energy range between 1 and 100 keV. Data obtained from NIST photon cross
sections database [55].
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Figure 8: Same as figure 7, except for beryllium.
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Figure 9: Same as figure 7, except for boroncarbide.
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2.2.1 Photoelectric Effect
The photoelectric effect describes the total absorption of a photon with energy
Eγ = h¯ω, with ω as the frequency of the photon, and the subsequent emission of
an electron, see figure 10. The energy of the emitted electron is:
E = Eγ − Ebind (24)
with the binding energy of the electron Ebind. The total cross section of the photo-
electric effect is [56]:
σphoto ∝ Z
n
(h¯ω)7/2
(25)
which is the probability of photoelectric absorption per interaction between a photon
and an atom. The parameter n, with 4<n<5, depends on the photon energy. Z
represents the atomic number of the atom of the bound electron.
Eγ
e Ekin=Eγ-Ebind
E
Ekin
Ebind
continuum
L-shell
K-shell
electron
Figure 10: Illustration of the photoelectric effect. A photon with energy Eγ is
absorbed by an atom and simultaneously an electron with energy Ekin=Eγ-Ebind is
emitted.
For the materials used in the polarimeter setups, the photoelectric effect pre-
dominates the interaction between X-rays and the polarimeter materials for X-ray
energies below 10 keV and is still a strong process for energies up to 20 keV. Equa-
tion (25) is not valid for photon energies close to the electron binding energies.
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These electron binding energies can be seen in the cross section graph as ”absorption
edges”, e.g. for the K shell of silicon at an energy of 1.84 keV, see figure 7.
2.2.2 Compton Scattering
In Compton scattering, a photon with energy h¯ω scatters inelastically off a free or
weakly bound electron, see figure 12. Energy and momentum conservation yield
the energy of the scattered photon and the electron [57].
Ephoton =
h¯ω
1 + h¯ω
mec2
(1− cosθ) ; Eelectron = h¯ω
h¯ω
mec2
(1− cosθ)
1 + h¯ω
mec2
(1− cosθ) (26)
where θ is the polar scattering angle. The kinematics of Compton scattering are
shown in figure 11 for three energies of the incoming photon, 13 keV, 31 keV and
100 keV. The energy transfer from the incoming photon to the electron becomes
bigger with larger photon energies and bigger scattering angles θ. For the energy
range of interest for us, from 6 keV to 35 keV, the energy of the recoil electron is
very small, below 3 keV. At even smaller photon energies, the energy transfer to the
electron becomes negligible. This low energy limit of Compton scattering is known
as the Thomson limit. It is the classical limit where no energy is transferred to the
electron. The photon scatters elastically off the electron in a process called Thomson
scattering. The classical Thomson cross section is σThomson =
8pi
3
r2e = 6.65 ·10−25cm2
[57]. The differential cross section of Thomson scattering is [57]
dσ
dω
= r2e(~ · ~ ′)2 (27)
with the incident and scattered radiation electric polarisation vectors ~ and ~ ′.
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Figure 11: Kinematical relationships in Compton scattering. Energy of the scat-
tered photon - solid line - and scattered electron - dashed line - for different energies
of the incoming photon: 13 keV - blue, 31 keV - green and 100 keV - red. The data
is derived from equation (26).
The Klein-Nishina formula describes the angular scattering distribution of pho-
tons scattered off a single free electron into the solid angle element dΩ in the lowest
order of quantum electrodynamics [5]
dσ
dΩ
∝ h¯ω
′
h¯ω
+
h¯ω
h¯ω′
− sin2θ − Psin2θ cos(2(ϕ− ϕ0)) (28)
with the polar scattering angle θ, the azimuthal scattering angle ϕ, the degree of
linear polarisation P and the angle of linear polarisation ϕ0 of the photon. This
sensitivity of the angular azimuthal scattering distribution on the degree and angle
of linear polarisation of the photon is exploited in Compton polarimetry.
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φ
'
Figure 12: Illustration of Compton scattering. A photon (blue) is scattered off an
electron (red). The angular differential scattering distribution of scattered photon
(green) is given by the Klein-Nishina formula
2.2.3 Rayleigh Scattering
In Rayleigh scattering, photons scatter coherently off bound electrons in atoms. No
electrons are emitted. The nucleus absorbs the full recoil momentum. More than
one electron can participate, including effects of resonances and phase coherences
between multiple electrons. For photon energies much higher than Ebind and smaller
than 2 keV, the differential cross section for Rayleigh scattering is:
dσ
dω
= Z2r2e(~ · ~ ′)2 (29)
which is the Thomson scattering cross section, see equation (27), multiplied by the
number of electrons Z in the atom. For higher energies, the cross section becomes
[58]:
σRayleigh = pir
2
e
∫ 1
−1
(1 + cos2θ)f 2(θ)d(cosθ) (30)
with the form factor f(θ), which goes to 0 for non-zero angles and photon energies
higher than 5 keV. Photons scattered in Rayleigh scattering deposit little energy
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to the recoil atom. Energy and momentum conservation yield the following energy
of the scattered photon.
h¯ω′ =
h¯ω
1 + h¯ω
MAtomc2
(31)
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2.3 Electron-Ion Recombination
Electron-ion recombination encompasses fundamental atomic processes which con-
trol the state of matter in plasmas as well as atomic level populations. Relevant
processes for this thesis work are dielectronic recombination (DR) and radiative
recombination (RR); another process is bremsstrahlung, the recombination of an
electron into a continuum state of an atom or ion. Both DR and RR start and end
with the same atomic configuration, see figure 13. RR is a one-step non-resonant
recombination of a free electron with an ion under the emission of a photon. DR is a
two-step resonant recombination. It reaches the same final state for the recombined
ion through an intermediate state. The first step is a resonant electron capture
leading to a doubly-excited intermediate ionic state. The second step leads to the
emission of a photon with nearly the same energy as in the RR process.
DR
electron beam
Eγ=E1=E2
continuum
L-shell
K-shell
E
E1
E2
e2
Eγ=E1
ee1
RR
Figure 13: Comparison between DR and RR. Both processes start and end with the
same atomic configuration. Photons produced by these two processes have nearly
the same energy for a given energy of the recombining electron.
The polarisation of RR has been thoroughly examined for a wide spectral range,
including the X-ray regime [59]. The polarisation of DR lacks thorough experimental
observations. To quantify polarisation, the Stokes parameters are introduced, which
allow a definition of the degree of linear polarisation of photons and their angle of
polarisation. For a theoretical description of the polarisation of X-rays produced in
atomic collisions, the density matrix formalism and so-called alignment parameters
are used, which allow a quantification of the magnetic sublevel population of excited
atomic states and the polarisation of their decay products. This leads to a discussion
about the influence Breit interaction has on the alignment of the resonantly excited
states in the DR process and thus on the polarisation of DR photons.
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2.3.1 Radiative Recombination
Radiative recombination (RR) is the radiative capture of a free electron by an ion,
see figure 14 . An electron from the continuum is captured into a bound state of
an ion, emitting a photon with an energy equal to the initial kinetic energy of the
electron Ekin plus the binding energy of the state into which it is captured Ebind.
RR can be viewed as the time-reverse of photoionisation, where an atom or ion is
ionised by a photon, see figure 14.
Eγ=Ekin+Ebind
continuum
L-shell
K-shell
E
Ekin
Ebind
e Ekin
Eγ
e Ekin=Eγ-Ebind
E
Ekin
Ebind
electron beam
continuum
L-shell
K-shell
electron
Radiative 
Recombination Photoionisation
Figure 14: Comparison between radiative recombination and its time-reverse, pho-
toionisation. In RR an electron is captured from the continum by an ion, under the
emission of a photon.
The RR cross section σRR is related to the photoionisation cross section σPI
by the principle of detailed balance assuming complete thermal equilibrium, i.e.
through the Milne relation.
σRR(Ekin) gq+1 = σPI(ω)
(h¯ω)2
2mec2Ekin
gq (32)
where, from the perspective of RR, gq+1 and gq are the statistical weights of the
recombined and the initial state and h¯ω is the energy of the RR photon. For the
recombination of an electron into level n of an ion with residual charge z, the RR
cross section is estimated using the semiclassical Kramers equation, which is derived
from the Bethe-Salpeter formula [36] [60]:
σRR(Ekin) = 2.10 · 10−22cm2 Gnz
4E2H
nEkin(z2EH + n2Ekin)
(33)
with the Rydberg energy EH . Gn is the so called Gaunt factor which is introduced
to account for deviations from the semiclassical result for the low-n states (n<10),
e.g. G2 = 0.8762 for the L shell.
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In collisions between electrons and ions, photons produced through RR and DR
have nearly the same energy for a given electron energy, see figure 13. The energy
difference is in the order of 10 eV - 100 eV, which is beyond the resolution of the
detectors used in this thesis.
2.3.2 Dielectronic Recombination
Dielectronic recombination (DR) is a two-step resonant process involving two elec-
trons and an ion. In the first step of this process, the dielectronic capture (DC), an
electron is captured by an ion under simultaneous excitation of a bound electron.
In the second step, the radiative stabilisation (RS), the intermediate excited state
decays radiatively [23]. DR is a resonant process; the energy of the first electron E1
has to match the energy required to excite the second electron E2.
e− + Aq+ DC−−→ A(q−1)+ ∗∗ RS−−→ A(q−1)+ + h¯ω (34)
Dielectronic Recombination
continuum
L-shell
K-shell
E
E1
E2
Eγ=E1=E2
e2
e1
Eγ=E1=E2
continuum
L-shell
K-shell
E
E1
E2
e2
e1
Auger Process
Figure 15: Comparison of the KLL Auger process (upper figure) to its time-reverse,
KLL dielectronic recombination (lower figure).
DR can be seen as the time-reverse of the Auger process, which is autoionization,
following photoexcitation of an inner-shell electron, see figure 15. Therefore an
inverse Auger notation is used to distinguish different DR channels. KLL DR, for
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example, denotes the capture of a free electron into the L shell accompanied by the
excitation of a bound K shell electron into the L shell. To distinguish different DR
channels, the charge state of the ion before the recombination process and the level
structure of the intermediate state is specified. The Xe KLL DR resonance Li1,
for example, refers to the resonance exciting the intermediate state [1s2s22p1/2]1 in
initially lithium-like xenon ions. There are a number of different final states this
specific intermediate state can decay to. The energy differences of their emitted DR
photons are in the order of 10 - 200 eV and therefore beyond the energy resolution
of the X-ray detectors used in the experiments presented here.
The resonance strength for an isolated DR resonance from an initial state i
through a doubly-excited state d to a final state f can be expressed as [61]
Sidf =
gd
2gi
pi2h¯3
meEres
Ar(d→ f)Aa(d→ i)∑
Ar +
∑
Aa
(35)
Here gd and gi are the statistical weights of the intermediate and the initial state,
respectively. Ar is the radiative transition rate, Aa is the autoionisation rate, and
Eres is the resonant energy. The factor 2 is due to the two possible spin states
of the continuum electron. The summation is over all possible autoionisation and
radiative decay channels from the intermediate state. Similar to the RR cross
section, see equation (32), the dielectronic capture rate Ad can be obtained from
the autoionisation or Auger rate Aa by the principle of detailed balance.
Ad =
gd
2gi
Aa(d→ i)
=
2pi
2gi
∑
md
∑
mims
∫
sin θ dθ dφ | 〈Ψd; Jdmd||V ||ΨiEe; Jimi, ~pems〉 |2
(36)
The integral is over the direction (θ, φ) of the incoming continuum electron with
the kinetic energy Ee = p
2
e/2me. The first summation is over the possible initial
magnetic quantum numbers mi and the two possible spin states of the electron
ms. The second summation is over the possible magnetic quantum numbers of
the intermediate state md. The interaction operator V is the summation over the
Coulomb VC =
∑
i<j
1
ri−rj , with ri being the position of the i
th electron, and Breit
interaction operators VB, discussed in chapter 2.1.3
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2.3.3 Polarisation of Dielectronic Recombination Lines: Density Matrix
Formalism
The density matrix formalism is used to derive the polarisation properties of the sta-
bilising radiation in dielectronic recombination. This formalism allows a description
of mixed quantum states. It allows quantum mechanic calculations with statistical
ensembles, described by the density operator, i.e. it allows to account for ensembles
in which a probability distribution describes the state of the system. The density
matrix formalism was introduced by J. von Neumann in 1927 [62]. In 1989 it was
applied by M. Inal et al. [26] to calculate the polarisation of DR lines. Here in this
chapter, we follow the textbook of V. Balashov [63].
In the case of DR, the method is used to describe the population of different
magnetic sublevels in the excitation of autoionising states in electron-ion collision.
A non-statistic population of the magnetic sublevels of a state is called alignment.
The decay radiation of aligned states is polarised. The density matrix formalism
allows us to define an initial state of the collision system and to follow this system
through the collision process, hereby keeping all quantum information [64]. In the
collision process, the magnetic sublevels of the intermediate state are populated.
The probability distribution for the population of these magnetic sublevels is de-
scribed by matrix elements of the density operator. By making use of a proper set
of operators, we then deduce the polarisation properties of the stabilising radiation.
Polarisation of Photons: Stokes Parameters
The Stokes parameters are a practical notation to represent the polarisation of
photons. The polarisation of photons is defined as the orientation of the electric
field, i.e. for linearly polarised light the plane in which the electric field vector
~E~x,t is oscillating and the degree to which the light is linearly polarised. For elec-
tromagnetic waves propagating in the ~z-direction with Ex(t) = Ex0 cos(ωt) and
Ey(t) = Ey0 cos(ωt+ δ), the Stokes parameters Pn are defined in the following way
[65]:
Pi =
si
s0
, i = 1, 2, 3 with (37)
s0 =
1
2
(E2x0 + E
2
y0), s1 =
1
2
(E2x0 − E2y0), (38)
s2 = Ex0 Ey0 cos(δ), s3 = Ex0 Ey0 sin(δ) (39)
s0 represents the total photon intensity, s1 the difference in intensities transmitted
through a linear polariser with its transmission direction parallel to the x-axis and
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y-axis, respectively, s2 the difference in intensities transmitted through a linear
polariser with its transmission direction set at angles 45◦ and -45◦, with respect
to the x-axis, and s2 and s3 the difference in intensities transmitted through a
circular polariser with its transmission set for right-hand-circular and left-hand-
circular polarisation, respectively. The degree P and the angle χ of photon linear
polarisation are related to P1 and P2 as
P =
√
P 21 + P
2
2 , cos(2χ) =
P1
P
, sin(2χ) =
P2
P
(40)
The Density Matrix Formalism
In the density matrix theory, the state of a physical system is characterised by means
of statistical operators which describe the system in either a pure quantum state
or as an ensemble of mixed states with any degree of coherence [64]. The density
operator is a generalisation of a state vector, which describes mixed states. A
mixed state is a system of orthogonal states |ψi〉 with the probability pj of finding
the system in the particular pure state |ψj〉, with
∑
i pi = 1 [66]. The density
operator
ρˆ =
∑
i
pi |ψi〉 〈ψi| (41)
with the projection operator R = |ψi〉 〈ψi|, acting on the state vector |φ〉, projects
the component of |φ〉 parallel to each |ψi〉 and weights it by pi. The mixed states
are described by matrix elements of the density operator, e.g. in the representation
|ξ〉 [63].
ρmn = 〈ξm| ρ |ξn〉 =
∑
i
pi 〈ξm|ψi〉 〈ψi|ξn〉 (42)
The spin-density matrix is a particular case of a density matrix, which describes a
mixed system in the representation of angular momenta: spin, orbital, and/or total
angular momentum [63]. For a system of particles with spin s and orbital angular
momentum l, for uncoupled l and s, the density matrix is: 〈lmlsms|ρ|lml′sms′〉. For
a system of sharp total angular momentum j, the density matrix is: 〈jm|ρ|jm′〉.
A further method to describe mixed systems in the representation of angular
momenta are statistical tensors [63].
ρkq(j,j′) =
∑
mm′
(−1)j′−m′(jm, j′ −m′|kq) 〈jm|ρ|j′m′〉 (43)
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where (jm, j′−m′|kq) are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. According to the properties
of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, there are altogether
∑
k(2k+1) = (2j+1)(2j
′+1)
statistical tensors ρkq(j,j′), which coincides with the number of different combinations
of m, m’. Normalising the statistical tensors to ρ00(j,j′) with
∑
j(2j+1)
1/2ρ00(j,j′) = 1
yields the reduced statistical tensors:
Akq (j,j′) =
ρkq (j,j′)
ρ00 (j,j′)
(44)
In our case, a plasma in an EBIT, as will be explained later on, the system under
consideration is symmetric with respect to a particular quantisation axis, defined
by the electron beam direction. The magnetic sublevel population is the same for
±mj. The density matrix 〈jm|ρ|jm′〉 is diagonal with respect to the projections
m = m′ and the components of the statistical tensor with non-zero q vanish [63].
Polarisation of Dielectronic Recombination Lines
The polarisation of the RS in the DR process depends on the population of the
magnetic sublevels |Jd,md〉 of the intermediate state |αdJd〉, where Jd is the total
angular momentum of the intermediate state and αd represents the other quantum
numbers needed to characterise this state. The reduced matrix element for the
resonant electron capture 〈αdJd||V ||α0J0, lj : Jd〉 is the central building block from
which most DR properties can be calculated. Using the density-matrix theory,
the initial state of the collision system is given by |α0J0, lj〉: an ion in the state
defined by its total angular momentum J0 and other quantum numbers represented
by α0, and a free (unpolarised) electron with orbital and total angular momentum,
l and j, respectively. This system goes through the interaction, represented by the
operator V mediating the interaction, i.e. the resonant capture of the electron, to
the intermediate state |αdJd〉.
For the RS to be polarised, the magnetic sublevels of the intermediate state have
to be aligned, i.e. populated non-statistically. The X-rays produced by the decay of
individual magnetic sublevels are polarized differently. Figure 16 illustrates this for
an electric-dipole (E1) allowed transition between a state with angular momentum
J = 1 and J = 0. For ∆m = 0, pi-light is emitted, while for ∆m = ±1, σ∓-light is
emitted. Figure 17 illustrates the polarisation of the photons associated with these
transitions. pi-light is associated with the z component of the transition dipole
matrix element [46]. The electron charge cloud oscillates along the z-axis. pi-light
is emitted predominantly perpendicular to the z-axis. It is linearly polarised along
the z-axis. σ-light is associated with complex linear combinations of the x and y
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components of the transition dipole matrix element [46]. The electron charge cloud
rotates around the z-axis. σ-light is emitted predominantly along the z-axis, with
a smaller component perpendicular to the z-axis. The component along the z-axis
is circularly polarised, while the component perpendicular to the z-axis is linearly
polarised perpendicular to the z-axis.
Figure 16: Different E1 transitions from a J = 1 state to a J = 0 state with
∆m = 0,±1 for Zeeman-splitting of magnetic sublevels of the J = 1 state in the
strong magnetic field of the nucleus.
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Figure 17: Polarisation of X-rays emitted in transitions with ∆m = 0, pi-light, (left
side) and ∆m = ±1, σ-light, (right side) for different directions with respect to the
quantisation axis, the z-axis. Modified from [67]
In our case, the unidirectional electron beam breaks the isotropy of the ionic
system. The system becomes aligned to the electron beam direction. Figure 18
illustrates the quantisation of the total angular momentum for an intermediate state
with Jd = 3/2 along the electron beam direction. For this symmetric system, i.e.
the aligned ion, magnetic sublevels with the same modulus of the magnetic quantum
number are populated equally: σmJ = σ−mJ . For the population of these magnetic
sublevels with different modulus of the magnetic quantum number and hence the
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alignment of the state, selection rules apply which are given by the Clebsch-Gordan
coefficients.
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Figure 18: Illustration of the symmetry breaking of a ionic system with total an-
gular momentum J = 3/2 by an electron beam. The angular momentum becomes
quantised along the electron beam direction.
In the density matrix formalism, the magnetic sublevel population of the in-
termediate state is described most naturally in terms of alignment parameters
Ak0 (αdJd), see equation (44). For the resonant capture of an (unpolarised) elec-
tron by an ion, these parameters can be expressed in the form [19]:
Ak0 (αdJd) =
N
8pi[J0]
∑
ll′jj′
(−1)Jd+J0−1/2[l, l′, j, j′]1/2 〈αdJd||V ||α0J0, lj : Jd〉
〈αdJd||V ||α0J0, l′j′ : Jd〉∗ 〈l0l′0|k0〉
j l 1/2l′ j′ k

 j Jd J0Jd j′ k

(45)
where N denotes a normalisation constant, 〈l0l′0|k0〉 a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient,
[a, b, ...] ≡ (2a + 1)(2b + 1)... and where the standard notation for the Wigner 6-j
symbols has been utilized. The summations
∑
ll′jj′ are over the partial electron
waves for initial and final continuum electron momentum quantum numbers for the
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capture into the doubly-excited intermediate state. The interaction operator V is
V = VC + VB, i.e. for the Coulomb and Breit, see equation (23), interaction.
The alignment parameters can also be written in terms of the partial electronic
capture cross sections into magnetic substates σmd of the state with total angular
momentum Jd:
Ak0(Jd) = (−1)Jd+md
∑
md
√
(2Jd + 1)(2k + 1)
 Jd Jd k−md md 0
 σmd∑m′d σm′d (46)
The rank k of the alignment parameter is the multipole order of the emitted ra-
diation: k = 2L with L=1 for the electric dipole E1 and the magnetic dipole M1
transitions, and L=2 for the electric quadrupole E2 and the magnetic quadrupole
M2 transitions, and so on. Here we will only take the dominant electric dipole term
with L=1 and k=2 into account. This approximation seems valid for the mid-Z
ions under consideration here and furthermore for our experimental precision in
measuring the degree of linear polarisation of the stabilising radiation.
The specific collision system under consideration here, a unidirectional electron
beam recombining into ions, is symmetric with respect to the the electron beam
direction which introduces a quantisation axis, see figure 18. For such an aligned
ion, q = 0, the tensor A20 (αdJd) is nonzero only if k ≤ 2Jd. Otherwise the Clebsch-
Gordan coefficient vanishes. This restriction implies, in particular, that only excited
states with Jd >1/2 can be aligned.
In the experiments presented here, the DR resonances of interest have interme-
diate states with Jd = 1/2, 1, 3/2 and 5/2. The alignment parameters in terms of
partial electronic capture cross sections into magnetic substates are:
A20(Jd=1/2) = 0 (47)
A20(Jd=1) =
√
2(σ1 − σ0)
σ0 + 2σ1
(48)
A20(Jd=3/2) =
σ3/2 − σ1/2
σ3/2 + σ1/2
(49)
A20(Jd=5/2) = −
4σ1/2 + σ3/2 − 5σ5/2√
14(σ1/2 + σ3/2 + σ5/2)
(50)
The defined alignment of the intermediate state A20(Jd) is now used to calculate
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the polarisation of the stabilising radiation for the transition αdJd −→ αfJf . For
the specific geometrical setup of the experiments presented in this thesis, the po-
larisation is measured in the direction perpendicular to the axis of alignment, the
degree of linear polarisation of the RS becomes [63]:
P =
3αγ2A20(αdJd)
αγ2A20(αdJd) − 2
(51)
with the intrinsic anisotropy parameter for photoemission:
αγ2 =
3
2
√
Jd(Jd + 1)(−1)Jd+Jf+3
Jd Jd 21 1 Jf
 (52)
which take the following values for different combinations of Jd and Jf :
Jd Jf α
γ
2 Jd Jf α
γ
2
0 1 0 1/2 1/2 0
1 0 1/
√
2 1/2 3/2 0
1 1 −1/2√2 3/2 1/2 1/2
1 2 1/10
√
2 3/2 3/2 −2/5
2 1
√
7/2
√
10 3/2 5/2 1/10
2 2 −√7/2√10 5/2 3/2 √7/5√2
2 3 1/
√
70 5/2 5/2 −4√2/5√7
3 2
√
3/5 5/2 7/2 1/2
√
14
Table 1: Anisotropy parameters αγ2 characterising the polarisation of emitted pho-
tons. Modified from [63].
In DR a specific intermediate state |αdJd〉 usually decays into different final
states |αfJf〉, which cannot be resolved with the polarimeters used here. For each
of these transitions, the degree of linear polarisation PL and the radiative rate A
df
r
are calculated. Flexible Atomic Code [36] calculations were performed to derive
these values. To derive the cumulative polarisation of the transition from a specific
intermediate state to the unresolvable final states, the polarisation of each of the
contributing transition is weighted with its radiative rate and averaged.
P =
∑
f PL,fA
df
r∑
f A
df
r
(53)
As an example, the calculation of the degree of linear polarisation of the KLL
DR resonance into Li-like xenon designated Li1 with the initial state [1s
22s1/2]1 and
the intermediate state [1s2s22p1/2]1 is sketched here. With the calculated rates and
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Final State Polarisation PL Radiative Rate A
df
r [s
−1] Photon Energy [keV]
[1s22s2]0 -0.442 2.9·1015 30.04
[1s22s1/22p1/2]0 0.0 1.8·1011 29.94
[1s22s1/22p1/2]1 0.0 3.5·1011 29.92
[1s22p21/2]0 -0.442 6.3·1013 29.74
[1s22p1/22p3/2]1 0.181 3.9·1012 29.41
[1s22p1/22p3/2]2 -0.039 1.5·1013 29.39
Table 2: Degree of linear polarisation, radiative rate and photon energy for decays
from the intermediate state [1s2s22p1/2]1 into different possible final states in the
RS transition of the KLL DR resonance Li1 in highly charged xenon ions. Each
configuration in this table is in j-j coupling notation.
polarisations of the specific transitions, see table 2, this yields a cumulative degree
of linear polarisation of: PLi1 = -0.441
Breit interaction only affects the polarisation of decays from specific intermediate
states. For these, BI affects their alignment. The summation in equation (45) runs
over all partial electron waves, |lj〉, contributing in the interaction. If only one
partial wave contributes, the polarisation of the RS does not depend on BI. This
can be explained by the fact that since the electron-electron interaction operator
is scalar, it cannot affect the magnetic sublevel population of excited ions if only
a single partial wave contributes in the resonant capture transition [22]. If only
one partial wave contributes, the alignment of the intermediate state is given solely
by Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. In the following experiments, the polarisation of
the stabilising X-rays for different DR resonances has been measured. Calculations
taking only Coulomb interaction and calculations which also take Breit interaction
into account have been performed and compared to the measurements. This allows
a systematic study of the influence of Breit interaction on the electron-electron
interaction.
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Two polarisation measurements have been carried out at heavy ion facilities at the
Max Planck Institut fu¨r Kernphysik in Heidelberg: the FLASH- and HD-EBIT -
electron beam ion trap - facilities. The setups used at these two facilities both
consist of the same constituents: an EBIT, a Compton polarimeter based on silicon
PIN (SiPIN) diodes and another detector, a germanium detector, see figure 19.
Highly charged ions are produced and trapped in the EBIT using a monoenergetic
and unidirectional electron beam. The polarisation of X-rays emitted in collisions
of electrons and ions are measured with the Compton polarimeter, where the X-rays
from the ion trap are scattered and then detected by SiPIN diodes. Unscattered
X-rays are detected by a germanium detector for diagnostic purposes. This chapter
focusses on the functioning principle of each of these elements of the setup, while
the following two chapters, chapter 4 and 5, deal with the actual experiments.
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Figure 19: Setup used for the measurements at heavy ion facilities at the Max
Planck Institut fu¨r Kernphysik in Heidelberg. Highly charged ions are produced and
trapped in an electron beam ion trap (EBIT). The polarisation of X-rays emitted
in collisions of electrons and ions are measured with a Compton polarimeter. A
germanium detector records unscattered X-rays from the trap.
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3.1 Principle of an Electron Beam Ion Trap
The basic principle of an EBIT is to produce and trap highly charged ions in
a cylindrical volume with the dimensions of a human hair of a few centimetres
length, using a unidirectional and monoenergetic electron beam. In contrast to
other devices which are capable of producing high charge states of ions, such as e.g.
heavy-ion Experimental Storage Rings, ESR, an EBIT is a table-top device with
the size of a regular room. ESRs store ion beams with an unprecedented quality, i.e.
cooled and intense beams at high-Z and with precisely known energies and charge
states at small momentum spread. They are used in spectroscopy experiments of
X-ray transitions in the heaviest one- and few-electron ions. In EBITs, ions are
produced at rest. Here experiments focus on QED and atomic structure studies [1].
A further source of HCIs are Electron Cyclotron Resonance Ion Sources (ECRIS), in
which a plasma is magnetically confined by a combination of solenoids and a multi-
pole configuration of permanent magnets. The plasma is produced by microwaves,
which are guided into the plasma chamber. For ECRIS, the charge state distribution
is broad and the production of highest charge states is not possible.
The history of EBITs starts with the development of the EBIS - Electron Beam
Ion Source - in Dubna, Russia, 1965 by Donet et al. and their production of bare
nitrogen and highly charged gold ions [68]. Improvements were made on the design
to provide better plasma stability and the possibility to do spectroscopy on the
trapped ions, which culminated in the development of the EBIT by Levin and Marrs
at Livermore, USA, in 1988 [69]. To achieve the production of higher charge states
of the heaviest ion species, so called ”Super”-EBITs nowadays generate electron
beam energies of up to 200 keV. The original Super EBIT at Livermore has even
produced bare uranium (U92+) in 1994 [70]. The EBIT design has been successfully
used at many heavy ion facilities around the world, as well as at the MPIK in
Heidelberg, where there are currently a wide assortment of EBITs in operation. We
conducted our experiments at two of these, the FLASH-EBIT and the HD-EBIT.
The FLASH-EBIT is designed to be used at radiation facilities around the world.
It derives its name from an experiment at the Free-electron LASer at Hamburg,
Germany [71]. The HD-EBIT is a Super EBIT designed for electron beam energies
of up to 350 keV.
Most EBITs are of similar design. The main constituent of every EBIT is the
electron beam. It is emitted from a cathode in the electron gun. The beam is
accelerated towards the trapping region. On its way it is compressed by a strong
magnetic field to a diameter of a few tens of µm. It is then deaccelerated, de-
compressed and dumped on the collector. The electron beam is at the same time
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responsible for ionising and trapping the ions. This short introduction to the work-
ing principles of EBITs follows the path of the electron beam.
Electron Gun
The design of the electron gun is optimized to produce a unidirectional electron
beam with a very high beam compression, i.e. a small beam diameter. Therefore it
consists of an arrangement of electrodes - the cathode, anode and focus electrode
- and magnetostatic components - the bucking and trimming coils, see figure 20.
The cathode is made of tungsten infused with barium oxide. It is heated up to
temperatures beyond 1000◦C. The cathode is put on a negative potential relative to
the anode. Electrons leaving the cathode due to thermionic emission are accelerated
towards the anode. A design based on the work by Pierce [72] has been used for
the geometry of the cathode, its holder and the focus electrode. The cylindrically
shaped focus electrode enclosing the cathode helps pulling electrons away from the
cathode and guiding them towards the anode. By adjusting the potential of the
focus electrode, the electron beam current can be manipulated.
Figure 20: Axial schematic view of the electron gun of the FLASH-EBIT. Adapted
from [73]
The main parameter characterising the electron beam responsible for a high
ionisation rate in the trap is the electron beam current density je, which is given by
je =
Ie
pir2H
(54)
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with the electron beam current Ie and the electron beam radius r
2
H . Beam compres-
sion is managed through a non-uniform radially symmetric magnetic field of several
T produced by a pair of superconducting Helmholtz coils. Unfortunately a high
residual magnetic field in the electron gun is counterproductive for a high beam
compression, according the the theory of electron beam dynamics by Herrmann
[74]. The electron beam has the smallest diameter when the residual magnetic field
at the cathode is zero; this is managed through the bucking coil. Furthermore,
the beam radius decreases with decreasing beam current. The beam radius is also
responsible for the energy resolution of the beam. Because of the build up of space
charge due to the electron beam, electrons with a higher radial distance from the
beam center experience a slightly different - a few V up to 100 V - potential than
electrons at the beam center. Through fine tuning of the magnetic and electric
fields in the gun, a compromise between these parameters - beam current density
and energy resolution - has to be found for the operation of each EBIT and for the
specific goals of each experiment.
Ion Trap
The trapping of the positively charged HCIs is achieved by an interplay between the
negative stationary electric field produced by the electron beam, trapping the HCIs
radially, and an arrangement of drift tubes, trapping the HCIs longitudinally, see
figure 21. As already mentioned, beam compression is achieved by magnetic lensing
by a strong magnetic field of a few T which is produced by a superconducting
Helmholtz coil pair. Due to angular momentum conservation electrons from the
gun follow the magnetic field lines. The Helmholtz coils are cooled by liquid helium
or by a cryocooler.
Through the negative space charge of the electron beam, a cylindrically shaped
cloud of HCIs forms around the electron beam. For a given beam energy, the
charge state balance within the cloud emerges in an equilibrium condition between
several rivalling processes: electron impact ionisation, radiative and dielectronic
recombination, as well as charge exchange in collisions between the HCIs and the
residual gas in the trap region. The ion abundance ratio for the adjacent charge
states q and q − 1 of an HCI can be expressed in terms of cross sections for the
relevant collision processes [32]
nq−1
nq
=
σDRq + σ
RR
q + 〈σCXq 〉
σionq−1
(55)
where σDRq and σ
RR
q are the dielectronic and radiative recombination cross sections
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for the ion charge state q, σionq−1 the electron impact ionisation cross section for the
ion with q − 1, and 〈σCXq 〉 the effective charge exchange cross section for collisions
with the residual gas.
For the longitudinal trapping of the HCIs, drift tube electrodes are biased to
set a specific trap depth, which prevents the HCIs from escaping the trap along the
electron beam. Biasing the drift electrode also offers a tool to access and set the
ion temperature and the number of ions in the trap. Deeper traps lead to a higher
number of ions stored and higher ion temperature. Over time heavier elements,
e.g. impurity elements like tungsten from the cathode, are also trapped and further
heat up the trap. Therefore the trap is dumped in a certain cycle, which is done by
raising the potential of the central trap for a few seconds. Furthermore, the whole
trap platform is electrically biased on a given positive potential to accelerate the
electron beam towards trapping region. The central drift tube has windows drilled
into it, which enable spectroscopic access to the trap.
Figure 21: A schematic view of the drift tube assembly of the FLASH-EBIT. The
drift electrodes on the side of the gun (G1-G4) and on the side of the collector (C1-
C4) as well as the central drift tube can all be put on their own potential. Adapted
from [75]
Collector
The electron beam is dumped in the collector after passing through the trapping
region. The collector is on the same potential as the electron gun to deaccelerate the
electron beam. The collector magnetic coil suppresses the magnetic field from the
Helmholtz coils which leads to a beam widening. The beam impinges on the inner
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walls of the collector. Its associated heat is transported away by water cooling.
At the backside of the collector there is an extractor electrode which is put on a
negative potential with respect to the cathode to ensure that no electrons leave the
collector.
Figure 22: A schematic representation of the electron collector. Adapted from [73].
Injection System
The gas injection system enables a collimated gas beam with well regulated flux
being injected into the trap. It consists of a needle valve and different pumping
stages. While the needle valve is used to regulate the gas flux, the differential
pumping enables the gas to be injected without significantly raising the pressure in
the trap. The pressure in the gas system is in the order of 10−7 mbar, while the
overall pressure in the EBIT is better than 10−10 mbar.
3.1.1 FLASH-EBIT
The FLASH-EBIT was used in our first polarimeter experiment with HCIs. It is
capable of running with acceleration voltages of up to 80 kV and providing beam
currents of up to 550 mA. The FLASH-EBIT is constructed in a way that makes
it easy to transport and exploit radiation facilities around the world. It is pumped
to vacuum levels of down to 10−11 mbar and cryostatic cooling puts the trapping
region and the superconducting Helmholtz coils down to temperatures of 4 K. The
FLASH-EBIT was the first cryostatically cooled EBIT, not relying on tanks filled
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with helium for its cooling, but on a closed cycle refrigerator, which significantly
lowers operation cost. The magnets provide a magnetic field of 6 T, which leads to
a beam compression of ∼ 50 µm. Its trap region is radially symmetric, consisting
of a central electrode with radial windows for spectroscopy and four electrodes on
each side of the central one, see figure 23. The electron gun has a cathode with
a spherically concave shape with a diameter of 3 mm and a concave radius of 5
mm. It is made of tungsten impregnated with barium and can be brought up to a
temperature of 1100◦C.
Figure 23: Schematic representation of the axialsymmetrical trap construction of
the FLASH-EBIT. The nine trap electrodes are put on high voltage. The housing
is grounded. Adapted from [76]
3.1.2 Heidelberg EBIT
The HeiDelberg EBIT (HD-EBIT) has a design which allows energies up to 350
keV, with currents up to 750 mA, and at the same time easy access for spectroscopy
experiments. It is arranged vertically with four elongated apertures in the central
drift tube, allowing optical access to the trapped ions. One of these, offers a 250 µm
beryllium window for X-ray spectroscopy. The electron gun in the HD-EBIT has a
similar design as in the FLASH-EBIT. The cooling system of the superconducting
magnet, two Helmholtz coils, comprises three thermal shields, at 50 K and 20 K,
with the magnet residing in a liquid helium tank at 4 K. It generates a 8 T magnetic
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field at a current of 76.24 A, which compresses the electron beam to a diameter of
50 µm. The cooling system of the HD-EBIT has to be refilled with liquid helium in
intervals of seven days, which requires a complete shutdown of the EBIT. The trap
as such consists of nine cylindrically shaped drift tube electrodes made of copper.
The radius of the innermost tube is 5 mm. All of them can be biased independently
to form a specific trap. The HD-EBIT was constructed in Freiburg, Germany, in
1998, was transported to Heidelberg two years later and since then has produced a
broad variety of ion charge states: Hg78+, W74+, Xe54+, Kr36+, Ge30+.
3.2 SiPIN Diode Compton Polarimeter
The SiPIN based Compton polarimeter design, see figure 24, is based on the sen-
sitivity of the angular distribution of Compton scattered X-rays to their degree of
linear polarisation, which is given by the Klein-Nishina formula, see equation (28).
Incoming X-rays are collimated and then scattered in a 10 mm thick scatterer. The
scattered X-rays are detected in an array of twelve SiPIN diodes. Their azimuthal
angular scattering distribution, which relates to their degree of linear polarisation
through the Klein-Nishina formula, see equation (28), is sampled by the SiPIN chips
at a polar scattering angle of θ =50◦.
Compton polarimetry is well established in the X-ray energy region from 80 keV
up to several MeV. The Compton polarimeter presented here functions in region
from 10 keV to 35 keV, where most X-ray transitions of mid- and high-Z ions
are. Here, there are several sources of difficulties, which are high photoabsorption
cross sections in the scattering material, see chapter 2.2, low energy deposition
in the scatterer and a high background of naturally occurring X-rays. The low
energy deposition in the scatterer, which is due to a low energy transfer to the
electron in Compton scattering of X-rays with energies below 35 keV, see figure
11, makes the use of active scatterers, e.g. germanium crystals, impossible. At
higher X-ray energies, the use of active scatterers makes a coincidence measurement
between the electrons and scattered X-rays possible, which significantly reduces
background levels. To still make Compton polarimetry possible in the X-ray energy
region from 10 keV to 35 keV, low-Z materials with relatively small photoabsorption
cross sections, here beryllium and boron carbide (B4C), are employed as passive
scatterers. Furthermore, as detector chips, 380 µm thin SiPIN diodes are used as
detector chips, which offer a small volume to the absorption of naturally occurring
X-rays. The manufacturing of such thin chips has only recently become possible.
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Figure 24: (a) Top side of the motherboard with the mounted SiPIN diodes. (b)
Bottom side of the motherboard with the mounted preamplifiers. (c) The assembled
polarimeter with the x-y table holding the collimator. Taken from [77]
3.2.1 SiPIN Chips
The Compton scattered X-rays are absorbed in twelve SiPIN diodes, which are sili-
con p-n junctions, with an additional layer of intrinsic, un-doped silicon in between,
operated in reverse bias to function as detector chips. In the SiPIN diodes, the X-
rays are photoabsorbed and create electron-hole pairs. The number of electron-hole
pairs is proportional to the energy of the absorbed X-ray. For radiation with the
energy Ein above 1.74 keV, the K shell ionisation of the silicon atom is the most
significant process [78]. The photoelectron generally leaves the atom with an en-
ergy of Ein-1.74 keV and continues ionising the silicon while the K shell hole is
filled by fluorescence or Auger processes. A fraction of the incoming photon energy
also goes into the lattice, heating it up. Thus, even though the band gap between
the valance and the conduction band is 1.6 eV in silicon, on average, the photon
energy necessary to create a single electron-hole pair is 3.65 eV. To separate the
electron-hole pair before it recombines, an electric field has to be applied in the
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semiconductor. The most often used method to realise this is to use a pn-junction
of a semiconductor material in reverse bias.
A p-n junction is an interface between two types of semiconductor material, a p-
and an n-type semiconductor inside a single crystal. In the p-doped region holes are
the majority charge carrier while in the n-doped region electrons are the majority
charge carriers. On their own, p- and n-doped semiconductors are conductive. If
they are connected to each other, a depletion zone with no majority charge carriers
emerges, see figure 25. By manipulating such junctions, they can be used as diodes,
allowing a current flow in only one direction. If no external voltage is applied to
the junction, an equilibrium condition is reached with a potential difference across
the junction. Electrons from the n-region and holes from the p-region near the
p-n interface diffuse in the neighbouring region. The emerging potential difference
counteracts the diffusion.
In reverse bias the depletion zone can be extended over the whole volume of
the semiconductor chip, which is then empty of free charge carriers. In reverse
bias, the n-doped region is biased positively with respect to the p-doped region.
Holes in the p-type region are pulled to the negative potential. Electrons in the
n-type region are pulled to the positive potential. The width of the depletion zone
increases. At the same time the voltage barrier causes a high resistance to the flow
of majority carriers. If an X-ray creates electron-hole pairs, they will be separated
by the electric field and drift to the contacts, where their charge is collected by
preamplifiers.
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Figure 25: Depletion of a pn-junction in reverse bias. (a) n- and p-doped semicon-
ductor materials. The ”p” (positive) side contains an excess of electron holes. The
n-side contains an excess of electrons. EC : minimum conduction band energy. EF :
Fermi energy. Ei: intrinsic semiconductor Fermi energy. EV : maximum valence
band energy. (b) n- and p-type semiconductor are brought into contact. A deple-
tion zone emerges. (c) pn-juntion is operated in reverse bias. The depletion zone
widens.
In a SiPIN diode there is an additional layer of un-doped silicon in between
the p- and n-doped layers. The un-doped, or often weakly n-doped, silicon is an
intrinsic semiconductor with an equal amount of free electrons and holes. If the
SiPIN diodes is operated in reverse bias, the depletion zone extends into the whole
intrinsic region. In comparison to a pn-junction, the depletion zone is larger at the
same applied voltage, which provides a larger active area for photodetection.
For data acquisition considerations, the capacity of the detector chips plays a
large role. A small capacity leads to smaller signal shaping times. Smaller shaping
times in turn lead to a shorter dead time of the detector and thus higher possible
count rate. In our case, the fully depleted SiPIN diodes in reverse bias, the depletion
zone in between the small n- and p- layers form a plate capacitor with the capacity
C = r0
A
d
, with A as the area of the chips and d as their thickness. For our detector
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chips, this leads to a capacitance of 100 pF.
3.2.2 Data Acquisition
The small charge produced in the SiPIN chips, ∼ 10−15C per 60 keV X-ray, makes
the use of a preamplifier in the data acquisition system in front of the analogue-to-
digital converter (ADC) necessary. The preamplifier, a low-noise general purpose
charge sensitive eV-5093 1, is located as close to the detector chips as possible, right
beneath them, to minimise the capacitance noise which comes from the length of
the cable between the chips and the preamplifier. The detector chips, represented
by its capacity Cd in figure 26, are set on high voltage, -80 V, through bias resistors
Rb. They are connected to the preamplifiers through coupling capacitances Cc.
The preamplifiers used in the setup are resistor reset preamplifiers, which means
that after the signal amplification the voltage is reset continuously to the base level
through a feedback resistor Rf .
Figure 26: Detector chip bias HV supply and preamplicfication of signals. Taken
from [77]
The data acquisition (DAQ) system determines the total energy of the signal and
sends it to a computer via a USB connection. The DAQ consists of 64 channels with
8 ADC - analogue to digital converters - in total. It is manufactured by Struck. With
a sampling rate of 100 MHz the analogue signal from the preamplifier is digitalised.
A moving window deconvolution algorithm is implemented on field programmable
1produced by the ”eV” company
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gate arrays (FPGA) for event selection and signal shaping to reconstruct signal
strength.
3.2.3 Data Analysis
In the Compton polarimeter the azimuthal angular scattering distribution of Comp-
ton scattered X-rays is measured by an array of twelve circularly arranged SiPIN
diodes. The distribution is fitted with the Klein-Nishina formula to deduce the
degree of linear polarisation of the X-rays. The azimuthal angular scattering dis-
tribution is sampled at a given polar angle interval dθ at a given X-ray energy h¯ω.
In our case the given polar angle interval is around θ '50◦ and the X-ray energy
either h¯ω ' 13 keV for krypton or 31 keV for xenon ions. To deduce the degree of
linear polarisation P, the Klein-Nishina formula is reorganised.
dσ
dω
=
r20
2
(
h¯ω′
h¯ω
)2(
h¯ω′
h¯ω
+
h¯ω
h¯ω′
− sin2θ − P sin2θ cos (2 (ϕ− ϕ0))
)
X ≡ r
2
0
2
(
h¯ω′
h¯ω
)2(
h¯ω′
h¯ω
+
h¯ω
h¯ω′
− sin2θ
)
; Y ≡ r
2
0
2
(
h¯ω′
h¯ω
)2
P sin2θ
(56)
With this notation, the Klein-Nishina formula becomes:
dσ
dω
= X − Y cos(2(ϕ− ϕ0))
P =
1
M
Y
X
; with M =
sin2θ
h¯ω′
h¯ω
+ h¯ω
h¯ω′ − sin2θ
(57)
The parameter M is called modulation factor. It characterises the polarimeter
response to 100% linearly polarised X-rays. A high modulation factor is desirable as
the uncertainty of P, derived from equation (57), scales with 1/M. The modulation
factor of a polarimeter assembly depends on its geometry and is derived from a
Monte-Carlo simulation. Through fitting a measured azimuthal angular scattering
distribution with equation (57), the parameters X and Y can be deduced.
3.2.4 Polarimeter Simulation
A Geant4 2 Monte Carlo simulation was used to derive the modulation factor of
the Compton polarimeter used in the experimental setup. The detector geometry
in the simulation is a simplified version of the real polarimeter. It consists of the
2https://geant4.web.cern.ch/geant4/
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SiPIN diodes, and the epoxy with which they are glued on the printed circuit board
(PCB). Furthermore, it consists of a collimator and a scatterer. For experiments
with krypton ions, at 13 keV X-ray energies per photon, we used an aluminium
collimator and a 10 mm thick beryllium scatterer. For xenon, at X-ray energies
of 31 keV, we used a brass collimator and a 15 mm thick boron carbide scatterer.
Presented here are the simulation with 31 keV X-rays; we also performed the same
simulations with 13 keV X-rays.
A beam of 100% linearly polarised X-rays with 31 keV are generated and col-
limated to the scatterer, see figure 27. The dominant scattering processes in this
energy range were included in the used Geant4 physics list: Compton and Rayleigh
scattering. The scattering distribution is sampled by the detector ships, with a
geometry exactly like the one of the real polarimeter.
Figure 27: Simulated X-ray events in the SiPIN based polarimeter. Events are
simulated in the Geant4 framework. 100% linearly polarised X-rays with 31 keV,
shown in green, are generated and collimated by the blue collimator, to the scatterer,
shown in red. The scattered X-rays are detected by twelve SiPIN diodes, shown in
black. The epoxy, with which they are glued to the PCB, is depicted in yellow.
In each of the twelve detector chips, energy spectra of the scattered X-rays were
recorded, see figure 28. The peak at 31 keV corresponds to Rayleigh scattered X-
rays. The energy deposition of the X-ray is negligible in Rayleigh scattering for this
energy range. The broader peak at 30.3 keV corresponds to the Compton Peak of
Compton scattered X-rays. In the actual experiment with the real polarimeter chips,
we cannot resolve these two peaks. Plotting the number of counts within these peaks
as a function of the azimuthal angle of the particular chips yields the azimuthal
angular scattering distribution, see figure 29. We fitted this distribution with the
Klein-Nishina formula and obtained a value of M = 0.318 for the modulation factor.
The contribution of Rayleigh scattering to the scattering events is of the order of
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10%. We estimated that taking these events into account, in comparison to only
accounting for Compton scattered X-rays, changes the values for the degree of linear
polarisation derived in our experiments by approximately 1%. The statistical and
systematic errors in the experiments conducted with the SiPIN polarimeter exceed
this relative uncertainty of 1% by one order of magnitude, which is why this error
is neglected in the data analysis of these experiments. For 13 keV X-rays, the
modulation factor is 0.305.
Figure 28: Geant4 simulation of scattered X-rays in the SiPIN polarimeter. The
figure shows the energy spectrum of Compton and Rayleigh scattered X-rays, at 31
keV, in beryllium. The peak at 31 keV corresponds to Rayleigh scattered X-rays,
while the peak at 30.3 keV corresponds to Compton scattered X-rays.
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Figure 29: Geant4 simulation of scattered X-rays in the SiPIN polarimeter. The
figure shows the azimuthal angular scattering distribution of Compton and Rayleigh
scattered X-rays at 31 keV. The distribution is fitted with the Klein-Nishina for-
mula.
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4 Polarimetry of KLL Dielectronic Recombina-
tion Transitions into Highly Charged Krypton
Ions
In this chapter, the first measurement of the degree of linear polarisation of X-rays
emitted by highly charged ions during KLL DR using the Compton polarimetry
technique is presented. The measurement was performed at the FLASH-EBIT at
the Max-Planck Institut fu¨r Kernphysik in Heidelberg in December 2013. The
experimental setup has already been discussed in chapter 3: it consists of an EBIT,
for the production and storage of highly charged krypton ions, and a Compton
polarimeter based on SiPIN diode detector chips and a germanium detector for
diagnostic purposes, see figure 30. Five KLL DR resonances, of which four have a
strong polarisation, were investigated, see table 3. The cited values for the degree
of linear polarisation are theoretical predictions derived with the FAC framework
[36]. For detailed information on the theoretical calculations, see chapter 2.3.3.
Intermediate State Electron Beam Energy (keV) PL, theo
Be2: [(1s2s
22p1/2)12p3/2]3/2 9.1978 0.42
Be3: [1s2s
2(2p23/2)2]5/2 9.2392 0.48
B1: [1s2s
22p21/22p3/2]1 9.2968 0.40
He2: [(1s2s)02p1/2]1/2 8.8995 0.00
Li1: [1s2s
22p1/2]1 8.9540 -0.84
Table 3: KLL DR resonances into highly charged krypton ions of interest, denoted
by their charge state before electron capture, their energy for the recombining elec-
tron and their intermediate charge state. Each configuration in this table is in
j-j coupling notation. The degree of linear polarisation PL, theo of their stabilising
radiation has been calculated with the FAC code.
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Figure 30: Experimental setup for the measurement of the degree of linear polari-
sation of KLL DR into highly charged krypton ions. Highly charged krypton ions
are produced via electron impact ionisation. The polarisation features of X-rays
produced in electron-ion recombination are measured by the SiPIN Compton po-
larimeter. A germanium detector is used for diagnostic purposes. Taken from [79]
The beryllium- and boron-like resonances have high predicted resonance strengths
and relatively high degrees of polarisation, which makes them suitable candidates
for a proof of principle measurement. The He2 resonance which emits unpolarised
X-rays was used to check the polarimeter system for systematic errors. For the
Li1 resonance an influence of Breit interaction on the polarisation of the stabilising
radiation was predicted from theoretical calculations. With taking only Coulomb
interaction into account, the degree of linear polarisation is predicted to be PL =
-0.95; taking Breit interaction into account as well, it becomes PL = -0.84. To mea-
sure the degree of polarisation of the stabilising radiation of these resonances, the
electron beam energy is fixed at a corresponding resonance energy. In the Compton
polarimeter, the X-rays coming from the ion trap are Compton scattered in a 10
mm thick block of beryllium. The azimuthal angular scattering distribution of these
X-rays in the beryllium scatterer is sampled by an array of SiPIN diode chips. The
scattering distribution is then fitted with the Klein-Nishina formula, see chapter
2.2.2, to deduce their degree of linear polarisation
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4.1 Experiment
The experiment consists of three parts. First the krypton KLL DR resonances had
to be identified. To do that, the FLASH-EBIT had to be configured to achieve
a good enough energy resolution for the electron beam energy to resolve the reso-
nances while still producing a sufficiently high enough yield of DR X-rays to be able
to perform polarimetry experiments. The second step was deducing the radiative
recombination (RR) background, see chapter 2.3.1. The last step was to perform
the polarimetry measurement for the resonances of interest.
4.1.1 Identifying the KLL DR Resonances
To identify the Kr KLL DR resonances at electron beam energies of 8.8 - 9.7 keV
and X-ray energies of approximately 13 keV, a high purity germanium detector is
used to record energy spectra of X-rays from the trap. An electron beam with
a current of approximately 100 mA is guided through a magnetic field of 6 T to
the centre of ion trap, where it has a beam diameter of approximately 50 µm. A
collimated beam of krypton gas is injected into the trap with an injection pressure
of 4·10−7 mbar. The trap depth, the potential of the central drift tube in relation
to neighbouring tubes, was set to 45 V. Every 300 s the trap is dumped by raising
the potential of the central drift tube for 3 s to keep heavy highly charged ions, like
tungsten and barium emitted from the cathode, from accumulating in the trap.
Plotting the X-ray energy spectra as a function of electron beam energy, while
performing scans of the Kr KLL DR energy region, yields a two dimensional spec-
trum of the KLL DR resonances, see figure 31(a). The horizontal line of bright spots
at an X-ray energy of 13 keV are the KLL DR resonances of highly charged Kr ions.
They are located on a diagonal line, nearly invisible in the spectrum, which is due
to non resonant L shell RR. Figure 31(b) shows a projection of the X-ray events
with an X-ray energy in the DR range on the electron beam energy axis. The DR
resonances of different charge states and via different intermediate states are clearly
visible on top of a non-resonant RR background. With the operating parameters
of the FLASH-EBIT, a resolution of the electron beam energy of approximately
20 eV at 9.1978 keV was achieved. To identify the DR resonances, FAC calculations
were carried out to deduce the energy and resonance strength of the DR resonances
of highly charged Kr ions in the He- through O-like charge states. Figure 31(c)
shows the calculated spectrum. To interpret this spectrum and to compare it to
the measured one, it is necessary to keep in mind that, for the calculated reso-
nance strengths, the ion abundance of different charge states was not taken into
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account. To conduct experiments yielding resonance strengths, completely differ-
ent scan schemes are used [61]. Absolute resonance strengths have no importance
for the purposes of this experiment. Thus, only the calculated electron energies of
the resonances were used to locate the DR resonances of interest. The two well
resolved resonances, He1 and O1 at 8.8206 keV and 9.6542 keV, respectively, were
used to calibrate the electron beam energy.
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Figure 31: (a) Intensity plot of X-ray events measured while perfoming scans with
the electron beam energy. (b) Projection of the X-ray events with an X-ray energy in
the KLL DR range on the electron beam energy axis. The resonances are identified
with the help of FAC calculations, depicted in (c).
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X-ray energy spectra were recorded by using the germanium detector while si-
multaneously scanning the electron beam energy through the region of the KLL DR
resonances. Figure 32 shows an energy spectrum recorded by using the germanium
detector for the electron beam energy tuned into the Be3 resonance. The energy
resolution of the germanium detector was 750 eV FWHM at 13 keV. For energies
lower than 10 keV, the spectrum is dominated by bremsstrahlung. The lines at
approximately 3 keV and 5 keV are due to trapped impurity ion species. The main
peak at 13 keV is due to KLL DR and L shell RR into highly charged krypton ions.
Thus, the contribution of RR to the KLL DR X-ray line has to be deduced.
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 50 . 0
5 . 0 x 1 0 5
1 . 0 x 1 0 6
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Figure 32: An X-ray spectrum in the germamium detector with the electron beam
energy in the region of the Be3 KLL DR resonance of highly charged krypton.
4.1.2 Deducing the Radiative Recombination Background
In order to be able to analyse the data from the Compton polarimeter for the KLL
DR X-ray lines, the level of background X-rays due to RR has to be deduced. When
tuning into a KLL DR resonance with the electron beam energy and analysing the
X-ray energy spectra in the polarimeter chips, it is impossible to distinguish be-
tween X-rays coming from the DR and the RR processes, see figure 35. Therefore,
the RR background contribution to the KLL DR peaks was deduced from the mea-
sured energy spectra, see figure 33 and 34. The resonances of interest, and their
neighbouring lines, were fitted with Gaussian profiles, while the RR background was
fitted with a first order polynomial because for small electron beam energy intervals
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around the resonances of interest, the RR background is approximately linear. The
RR contributions fRR to the DR peaks, with fDR+ fRR =1, are:
Intermediate State fRR
Be2 0.10
Be3 0.12
B1 0.19
He2 0.26
Li1 0.21
Table 4: Contribution of RR X-rays, fRR, to the DR X-ray lines.
Furthermore, FAC calculations were carried out to deduce the degree of linear
polarisation of the RR background X-rays, which was found to be PRR=0.59±0.15.
The error for this calculated value is due to an uncertainty about the charge state
distribution of the krypton ions in the trap.
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Figure 33: Projection of the X-ray events with an X-ray energy in the KLL DR range
on the electron beam energy axis for electron beam energies in the region around
the He2 and Li1 resonances. The magenta line is the fit of the intensity function.
Lines corresponding to different DR resonances are in green and the background
due to RR is the blue dotted line.
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Figure 34: Same as figure 33 except for electron beam energies around the Be2, Be3
and B1 resonances.
4.1.3 Polarimetry
The Compton polarimeter, placed perpendicular to the electron beam propagation
direction, was used to measure the degree of linear polarisation of the KLL DR X-
rays. With the electron beam energy tuned into a DR resonance of interest, energy
spectra in the twelve polarimeter channels were recorded. Due to changes in the
temperature and pressure in the EBIT, small shifts of energies of the DR resonances
can occur. To prevent the electron beam energy to go off resonance, the recording
was stopped every twelve hours and scans over the DR region were conducted to
adjust the beam energy to account for possible shifts.
Figure 35 shows a typical energy spectrum in one of the polarimeter channels.
The feature below 6 keV is due to electronic noise. The broad peak at 13 keV
encompasses L shell RR and KLL DR X-rays. The peak at 13 keV was fitted
with a Gaussian profile and the background was approximated by a first order
polynominal. The energy resolution varied substantially for the detector chips from
3.2 keV to 4.0 keV FWHM at 13 keV.
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Figure 35: Energy spectrum of scattered X-rays in a SiPIN polarimeter channel
with the electron beam energy tuned into the Be2 KLL DR resonance of highly
charged krypton. The spectrum on the left is in logarithmic scale and shows the
feature due to electronic noise below 6 keV. The spectrum on the right shows the
fit, the magenta line, of the KLL DR X-ray line. A gaussian function, the green
line, is used to fit the line. A first order polynominal, the blue dashed line, is used
to approximate the background.
Figure 36 shows the energy spectra of the channel with the most statistics for
each of the measured DR lines. For the Be2 and Be3 resonances, as well as for the
He1 resonance, the most DR X-ray events were accumulated. Especially for the Li1
resonance, the statistics we accumulated are relatively low as compared to the level
of background.
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Figure 36: Energy spectra of scattered X-rays in the SiPIN polarimeter channels
with the most statistics for each of the measured KLL DR lines of highly charged
krypton. The fitted line shapes are in magenta, the fitted background is the blue
dashed line.
Figures 37 and 38 show the energy spectra in each of the twelve polarimeter
channels for the Be2 resonance. The figures show the accumulated DR, and RR,
events for different azimuthal scattering angles. There are two maxima in intensity
at scattering angles of 90◦ and 270◦, as well as minima in between the maxima.
The energy spectra for all polarimeter channels are fitted with Gaussian profiles
to deduce the scattering intensity, i.e. the area under the Gaussian profile. This
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procedure is repeated for all DR resonances of interest. Figure 39 shows the intensity
modulation, i.e. the area under the Gaussian as a function of azimuthal scattering
angle, for each of the five resonances.
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Figure 37: Energy spectrum of scattered X-rays in the first six SiPIN polarimeter
channels with the electron beam energy tuned into the Be2 KLL DR resonances of
highly charged krypton. The fitted line shapes are in magenta, the fitted background
is the blue dashed line.
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Figure 38: Same as figure 37 except for channel seven to twelve.
4.2 Results
Plotting the azimuthal angular scattering intensity modulations for all measured
resonances yields figure 39. The modulations for the Be2, Be3 and B1 resonances
are similar in form. The varying strengths of the modulations indicates different
degrees of linear polarisation. The rather flat modulation for the He2 resonance
indicates a very low degree of linear polarisation. For the Li1 line, the modulation
is inverted in comparison to the other measured modulations. This indicates a
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negative degree of linear polarisation.
For the fitting of these azimuthal angular scattering distributions with the Klein-
Nishina formula, the RR contribution to the DR peaks, see table 4, has to be taken
into account. The measured degree of polarisation consists of a part due to RR,
fRR, and a part due to DR, 1− fRR.
dσ
dω
= (1− fRR)(X −Y cos(2 · (ϕ−ϕ0))) + fRR(X −MPRRXcos(2 · (ϕ−ϕ0))) (58)
X, Y and ϕ0 are left as free fitting parameters. Here, ϕ0 accounts for possible
geometrical misalignment of the electron beam axis. The fits yield the following
values for the degrees of linear polarisation, see table 5.
Intermediate State PL, exp PL, theo (C+B) PL, theo (C)
Be2: [(1s2s
22p1/2)12p3/2]3/2 0.45±0.03 0.42 0.42
Be3: [1s2s
2(2p23/2)2]5/2 0.43±0.03 0.48 0.48
He2: [(1s2s)02p1/2]1/2 0.01±0.03 0.00 0.00
B1: [1s2s
22p21/22p3/2]1 0.36±0.04 0.40 0.41
Li1: [1s2s
22p1/2]1 -0.72±0.09 -0.84 -0.95
Table 5: Polarimeter results for the degree of linear polarisation for KLL dielectronic
recombination lines for highly charged krypton ions, denoted by their intermediate
charge state. Measured degree of linear polarisation PL, exp, in comparison with
the theoretical calculations (FAC) taking only Coulomb interaction into account
PL, theo (C) and also accounting for Breit interaction PL, theo (C+B).
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Figure 39: Measured azimuthal angular scattering distributions of X-rays due to
KLL dielectronic recombination into highly charged krypton ions for different DR
resonances.
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4.3 Conclusion: Magnetic Sublevel Population of Excited
Intermediate States
As discussed in the chapter on the polarisation of DR lines 2.3.3, the polarisation
of the RS in the DR process depends on the population of the magnetic sublevels
σm of the intermediate state |αdJd,md〉, produced by the resonant electron capture.
Aligned states produce polarised radiation. In our case, by measuring the polar-
isation of the RS in DR, we probe the alignment of the intermediate states, the
distributions of σm. To discuss the magnetic sublevel population of the intermedi-
ate state for the measured resonances and the resulting degree of linear polarisation,
the total angular momenta of the initial and intermediate states, as well as the total
angular momentum of the most likely final state, have to be taken into account. For
the resonances of interest, the RS to the dominant final state has a radiative decay
rate of at least one order of magnitude higher than the second strongest. For the
computation of the polarisation of DR lines, transitions to all possible final states
are taken into account. For this illustration here, only the strongest decay is taken
into account.
Resonance Initial State Intermediate State Final State
Be2 [1s
22s2]0 [(1s2s
22p1/2)12p3/2]3/2 [1s
22s22p1/2]1/2
Be3 [1s
22s2]0 [1s2s
2(2p23/2)2]5/2 [1s
22s22p3/2]3/2
He2 [1s
2]0 [(1s2s)02p1/2]1/2 [1s
22s]1/2
B1 [1s
22s22p1/2]1/2 [1s2s
22p21/22p3/2]1 [1s
22s2(2p21/2)0]0
Li1 [1s
22s]1/2 [1s2s
22p1/2]1 [1s
22s2]0
Table 6: Initial, intermediate and most likely final states of the measured KLL DR
resonances of highly charged krypton ions.
The He2 KLL DR resonance was used to probe for systematic effects in the
polarimeter setup which influence the measured degree of linear polarisation. The
intermediate state of the He2 resonance has a angular momentum of Jd = 1/2
and thus the magnetic substates md=+1/2, -1/2, which have the same population
probability. Therefore, the He2 line is unpolarised. The experimental value for the
degree of linear polarisation, PL,He2=0.01±0.03, rules out systematic effects in the
polarimeter affecting the polarisation measurements.
The Be2, Be3 and B1 resonances have a positive degree of linear polarisation.
In the non-relativistic limit, this can be explained by taking into account which
magnetic sublevels of the intermediate states are allowed to be populated for each
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resonance. The free electron has its angular momentum perpendicular to the elec-
tron beam direction in the rest frame of the ion. Ionic substates with the least
projection of the total angular momentum on the quantisation axis are populated
with the highest probability. For the Be2 and Be3 resonances, these are sublevels
with |md| =1/2. For the B1 resonance, these are the states with |md| =0. In all
three cases, this leads to negative alignment parameters, see equations (49), (50)
and (48). For transitions to the dominant final states, with Jf=1/2, 3/2 and 0,
respectively, the anisotropy parameters are αγ,f2 =1/2,
√
7/(5
√
2) and 1/
√
2, which
leads to a positive degree of linear polarisation for the Be2, Be3 and B1 resonances,
see equation (51).
For the Li1 resonance, the population of the magnetic sublevel with |md| =0 is
forbidden in the non-relativistic limit [6]. In the collision, substates with |ml| =0
are predominantly populated. For its intermediate state [1s2s22p 3P1]1, which is
product state of a spatial |L = 1,ml〉 and a spin part |S = 1,ms〉, the only possible
combinations of momenta are given by the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients 〈1110|11〉
and 〈1010|10〉, for which only the former has a value different from zero. Therefore
sublevels with |md| =1 are populated, which leads to a positive alignment parameter,
see equation (48). With an anisotropy parameter αγ,f2 =1/
√
2, this yields a negative
degree of polarisation, see equation (51). In a relativistic treatment, the cross
section for the population of magnetic sublevels with |md| =0 becomes bigger due
to spin-orbit interaction, which modifies the degree of polarisation of the RS.
Calculations using two different descriptions of the electron-electron interaction
operator during the resonant electron capture were performed: calculations which
only take Coulomb interaction into account, as well as fully accounting for the
relativistic electron-electron interaction, with the Breit interaction term included.
The Breit term enters directly in the calculations of the transition matrix elements
〈αdJd||V ||α0J0, lj : Jd〉 as V=VC+VB, with the Coulomb potential VC and the Breit
potential VB. As mentioned before, Breit interaction does not play a role if only
a single partial wave of a free electron is allowed for the particular transition, see
chapter 2.3.3. This is the case for the two beryllium-like resonances measured here,
Be2 and Be3. The total angular momentum of their initial state is 0: [1s
22s2]0 +
e −→ [1s2s22p1/22p3/2]3/2,5/2. Thus only the d3/2 and d5/2 partial electron waves
contribute to the formation of the Be2 and Be3 resonances, respectively. For the B1
resonance,
[
1s22s22p1/2
]
1/2
+ e −→
[
1s2s22p21/22p3/2
]
1
, the s1/2 and d3/2 electron
partial waves are allowed. For the Li1 resonance, [1s
22s]1/2 + e −→
[
1s2s22p1/2
]
1
,
the p1/2 and p3/2 partial waves contribute. Therefore in the case of B1 and Li1,
interference of different partial waves of the free electron enters into the calculation
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of the matrix transition element and the polarisation of the RS depends on the
interaction operator and thus on the Breit interaction term. For the B1 resonance,
the degree of linear polarisation becomes PL, theo (C+B) =-0.40 in fully relativistic
calculation in comparison to PL, theo (C) =-0.41 with only the Coulomb interaction
included, which is far from resolvable with the precision of the present experiment.
For the Li1 resonance, the degree of linear polarisation becomes PL, theo (C+B) =-0.84
in a fully relativistic calculation in comparison to PL, theo (C) =-0.95. In terms of
the population of magnetic sublevels, this means that for the Li1 resonance, the
population of the |md| =0 sublevels increases by a factor of 30. The experimental
value of PL, exp=-0.72±0.09 has too big an error to draw any conclusions of the
influence of Breit interaction on the electron-electron interaction in DR for highly
charged krypton ions.
To conclude, analysing the degree of linear polarisation of X-rays emitted in
KLL DR into highly charged krypton ions probes the alignment of the doubly-
excited intermediate state, which, in the non-relativistic limit, can be explained
by illustrating which magnetic sublevels are allowed to be populated. Calculations
which only take Coulomb interaction between electrons into account, as well as
fully relativistic calculations taking also Breit interaction into account, have been
performed to further our understanding of relativistic particle dynamics under the
presence of strong electromagnetic fields. Unfortunately, the accumulated statistics
do not allow any decisive statement concerning the influence of Breit interaction on
the electron-electron interaction in DR.
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5 Influence of Breit Interaction on the Polarisa-
tion of KLL Dielectronic Recombination
Transitions
In this chapter, the first measurement of the influence of Breit interaction on the
degree of linear polarisation of X-rays emitted by highly charged ions during KLL
DR is presented. The measurement was performed at the HD-EBIT at the Max-
Planck Institut fu¨r Kernphysik in Heidelberg in March 2014. The experimental
setup has already been discussed in chapter 3: it consists of an EBIT, for the
production and storage of highly charged xenon ions, and a Compton polarimeter
based on SiPIN detector chips and germanium detector for diagnostic purposes, see
figure 40. Three KLL DR resonances with strong polarisations were investigated,
see table 7. The cited values for the degree of linear polarisation are theoretical
predictions derived with the FAC and RATIP [37] framework, which are consistent.
For detailed information on the theoretical calculations, see chapter 2.3.3.
Intermediate State Electron Energy (keV) PL, theo
Be2: [(1s2s
22p1/2)12p3/2]5/2 21.075 0.50
Be3: [(1s2s
22p1/2)02p3/2]3/2 21.112 0.40
Li1: [1s2s
22p1/2]1 20.454 -0.44
Table 7: Dielectronic recombination resonances of interest for KLL DR into highly
charged xenon ions, denoted by their charge state before electron capture: their
energy for the recombining electron, their intermediate charge state and the cal-
culated degree of linear polarisation PL, theo of their stabilising radiation. Each
configuration in this table is in j-j coupling notation.
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Figure 40: Experimental setup for the first measurement of the influence of Breit
interaction on the degree of linear polarisation of KLL DR into highly charged xenon
ions. Highly charged xenon ions are produced via electron impact ionisation. The
polarisation features of X-rays produced in electron-ion recombination are measured
by the SiPIN Compton polarimeter. A germanium detector is used for diagnostic
purposes. In the actual setup, the detectors are placed at the side window of the
ion trap. For illustrative purposes, they are placed below the trap in this figure.
In many ways this experiment is similar to the polarisation measurement of KLL
DR lines of highly-charged krypton ions performed by our group at the FLASH-
EBIT in 2013, see chapter 4. The main goal of the experiment with xenon ions
was to clearly resolve the influence Breit interaction has on the polarisation of the
stabilising radiation of the Li1 resonance of highly charged xenon ions. Theory
calculations have been carried out by Fritzsche et al. [6] to predict a substantial
influence. Taking Breit interaction into account reduces the degree of polarisa-
tion from PL, theo (C) = -0.95 to PL, theo (C+B) = -0.44. The beryllium-like Be2 and
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Be3 resonances were chosen because of their high resonance strength and relatively
high degree of polarisation of their stabilising radiation, which is not influenced by
Breit interaction. Their polarisation was measured to check the functionality of the
polarimeter system.
To measure the degree of polarisation of the stabilising radiation of these reso-
nances, the electron beam energy is fixed at a corresponding resonance energy. In
the Compton polarimeter, the X-rays coming from the ion trap are Compton scat-
tered in a 15 mm thick block of boron carbide. The azimuthal angular scattering
distribution of these X-rays in the boron carbide scatterer is sampled by an array of
SiPIN diode chips. The scattering distribution is then fitted with the Klein-Nishina
formula, see chapter 2.2.2, to deduce their degree of linear polarisation.
Because in the here described measurements resonances of xenon are investi-
gated, instead of krypton as in chapter 4, the X-ray energies are considerably higher.
Namely, for xenon, the emitted photons have an energy of 31 keV. Hence the em-
ployed polarimeter needs to be optimised for this higher energy. In comparison to
the krypton experiment, a plate of boron carbide was chosen as scatterer because at
an X-ray energy of 31 keV it performs better than beryllium [77]. Another difference
was that the germanium detector, detecting unscattered X-rays for diagnostic pur-
poses, is placed behind the polarimeter. This was a necessary arrangement because
no other X-ray window to the trap was available at the HD-EBIT. X-rays impinging
on the germanium crystal are in this arrangement attenuated by the boron carbide
scatterer, which is particularly pronounced at energies below 20 keV.
5.1 Experiment
Similar to the experiment with krypton ions, the HD-EBIT was configured to resolve
and identify the xenon KLL DR resonances while still producing a high enough yield
of DR X-rays to be able to perform polarimetry experiments. Then the RR contri-
bution to the DR line was deduced. The last step was to perform the polarimetry
measurement for the resonances of interest.
5.1.1 Identifying the KLL DR Resonances
To identify the Xe KLL DR resonances at electron beam energies of 20.2 - 22.2
keV and X-ray energies of approximately 31 keV, a high purity germanium detector
is used to record energy spectra of X-rays from the trap. An electron beam with
a current of approximately 400 mA is guided through a magnetic field of 8 T to
the centre of ion trap, where it has a beam diameter of approximately 50 µm. A
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collimated beam of xenon gas is injected into the trap with an injection pressure of
approximately 10−8 mbar. The trap depth, the potential of the central drift tube
in relation to neighbouring tubes, was set to 45 V.
Figure 41(a) shows the two dimensional spectrum of the KLL DR resonances
recorded while performing scans over the Xe KLL DR energy region. The KLL DR
resonances of highly charged xenon ions at an X-ray energy of 31 keV are located on
a diagonal line, nearly invisible in the spectrum, which is due to non resonant L shell
RR. Figure 41(b) shows a projection of the X-ray events with an X-ray energy in the
DR range on the electron beam energy axis. The DR resonances are clearly visible
on top of a non resonant RR background. A resolution of the electron beam energy
of approximately 17 eV at 21.075 keV was achieved. To identify the DR resonances,
FAC calculations were carried out. Figure 41(c) shows the calculated spectrum. As
in the experiment with krypton ions, only the calculated electron energies of the
resonances were used to locate the DR resonances of interest. The two well resolved
resonances, He1 and C1 at 20.244 keV and 21.728 keV, respectively, were used to
calibrate the electron beam energy.
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Figure 41: (a) Intensity plot of X-ray events measured while perfoming scans with
the electron beam energy. (b) Projection of the X-ray events with an X-ray energy in
the KLL DR range on the electron beam energy axis. The resonances are identified
with the help of FAC calculations, depicted in (c).
X-ray energy spectra were recorded by using the germanium detector while
simultaneously scanning the electron beam energy through the region of the KLL
DR resonances. Figure 42 shows energy spectra recorded by using the germanium
detector for the electron beam energy ranges of the Be2/Be3 and Li1 resonances.
The energy resolution was 640 eV FWHM at 31 keV. With these spectra, one has
to keep in mind that the germanium detector was placed behind the Compton
polarimeter. Thus X-rays have to pass the scatterer in the Compton polarimeter
before reaching the germanium detector. For lower X-ray energies the cross section
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for the photoelectric effect becomes larger, which explains the gradual cut off for
lower energies in the spectra. In the spectra there are several pronounced X-rays
lines: the KLL DR line at 31 keV, which also includes RR into the L12 (J=1/2)
shell; the RR line for the L3 (J=3/2) orbital at 28.4 keV for the Li1 range and
29.4 keV for the Be2/Be3 range. As in the experiment with at the FLASH-EBIT
with krypton, the contributions both due RR to the KLL DR X-ray line cannot be
resolved with the polarimeter and had to be deduced.
Be2/3 Li1
Figure 42: X-ray energy spectra in the germanium detector with the electron beam
energy in the region of the Be2/Be3 region (left figure) and in the region of the Li1
region.
5.1.2 Deducing the Radiative Recombination Background
The RR background contribution to the KLL DR peaks was deduced from the mea-
sured energy spectra, see figure 43 and 44, which are projections of the X-ray events
in the energy region of DR on the electron beam energy axis. As in the experiment
with krypton ions, the resonances of interest, and their neighbouring lines, were
fitted using Gaussian profiles, while the RR background was fitted by a first order
polynominal. The RR contributions fRR to the DR peaks, with fDR+ fRR =1, are:
Intermediate State fRR
Be2 0.24
Be3 0.20
Li1 0.20
Table 8: Contribution of RR X-rays, fRR, to the DR X-ray lines.
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FAC calculations were carried out to deduce the degree of linear polarisation of the
RR background X-rays, which was found to be PRR=0.50±0.15.
Figure 43: Projection of the X-ray events with an X-ray energy in the KLL DR
range on the electron beam energy axis for electron beam energies in the region
around the Li1 resonances. The magenta line is the fit of the intensity function.
Lines corresponding to different DR resonances are in green and the background
due to RR is the blue dotted line.
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Figure 44: Same as figure 43 except for electron beam energies around the Be2 and
Be3 resonances.
5.1.3 Polarimetry
Energy spectra in the twelve channels of the polarimeter were now recorded with
the electron beam energy tuned into the KLL DR resonances of interest. The HD-
EBIT has to be refilled with liquid helium every week. For this all EBIT operations
have to be shut down. After each shut down, the DR resonances had to be identified
again.
Figure 45 shows a typical energy spectrum in one of the polarimeter chan-
nels. The peak at 31 keV encompasses KLL DR X-rays and RR into the L
shell. The broad X-ray continuum below 27 keV encompasses impurity lines and
bremsstrahlung. For the beryllium-like resonances, the energy resolution was 3.5
keV FWHM and, for the Li1 resonance, it was 2.5 keV FWHM. Between the mea-
surements of the beryllium-like and lithium-like resonances, the data acquisition
system was changed. The peak at 31 keV was fitted with a Gaussian profile and
the background with a second order polynominal.
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Figure 45: Energy spectrum of scattered X-rays in a SiPIN polarimeter chip with
the electron beam energy tuned into the Be2 KLL DR resonance of highly charged
xenon. A gaussian function, the green line, is used to fit the DR X-ray line. A first
order polynominal, the blue dashed line, is used to approximate the background.
Figure 46 shows the energy spectra with the most statistics for each of the
measured KLL DR lines. The same amount of statistics for each of the resonances
was accumulated, which will lead to similar errors for the measured degrees of linear
polarisation. The Li1 resonance is weaker than the beryllium-like ones and therefore
more time was spent measuring it, which leads to a bigger accumulation of events
in the X-ray continuum.
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Figure 46: Energy spectra of scattered X-rays in the SiPIN polarimeter chip with
the most statistics for each of the measured KLL DR lines of highly charged krypton.
The fitted line shapes are in magenta, the fitted background is the blue dashed line.
Figures 47 and 48 show the energy spectra in each of the twelve polarimeter
channels for the Be2 resonance. The figures show the accumulated DR, and RR,
events for different azimuthal scattering angles. The energy spectra for all polarime-
ter channels are fitted with Gaussian profiles to deduce the scattering intensity, i.e.
the area under the Gaussian profile. This procedure is repeated for all DR reso-
nances of interest. Figure 49 shows the intensity modulation, i.e the area under
the Gaussian as a function of the azimuthal scattering angle, for each of the three
resonances.
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Figure 47: Energy spectrum of scattered X-rays in the first six SiPIN polarimeter
chips with the electron beam energy tuned into the Be2 KLL DR resonance of highly
charged xenon ions. The fitted line shapes are in magenta, the fitted background is
the blue dashed line.
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Figure 48: Same as figure 47 except for channel seven to twelve.
5.2 Results
Plotting the azimuthal angular scattering intensity modulations for all measured
resonances yields figure 49. As in the experiment with krypton ions, the modulation
for the Be2 and Be3 lines indicate a positive degree of linear polarisation while, for
the Li1 line, the modulation indicates a negative degree of linear polarisation.
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Figure 49: Measured azimuthal angular scattering distributions of X-rays due to
KLL dielectronic recombination into highly charged xenon ions for different DR
resonances. For information on the notation used, see table7.
The scattering distributions are fitted with the Klein-Nishina formula. An ex-
planation on how to account for background X-rays due to RR in the fit has been
given in chapter 4.2. The fits yield the following values for the degrees of linear
polarisation.
Intermediate State PL, exp PL, theo (C+B) PL, theo (C)
Be2: [(1s2s
22p1/2)12p3/2]5/2 0.53±0.08 0.50 0.50
Be3: [(1s2s
22p1/2)02p3/2]3/2 0.43±0.08 0.40 0.40
Li1: [1s2s
22p1/2]1 -0.43±0.10 -0.44 -0.95
Table 9: Polarimeter results for the degree of linear polarisation for KLL dielectronic
recombination lines for highly charged xenon ions, denoted by their intermediate
charge state. Measured degree of linear polarisation PL, exp, in comparison with the
theoretical calculations taking only Coulomb interaction into account PL, theo (C)
and also accounting for Breit interaction PL, theo (C+B).
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5.3 Conclusion: Influence of Breit Interaction on the Po-
larisation of the Li1 Resonance
Theory calculations with two different codes were carried out: FAC and RATIP
[37]. Both agree in respect to the predicted degrees of linear polarisation with
and without including Breit interaction. There has already been a discussion about
how the polarisation of KLL DR lines depends on the alignment of the intermediate
doubly-excited state and the partial electronic capture cross sections into magnetic
sublevels σmd in the case of KLL DR into highly charged krypton ions 4.2. The
same conclusions for the population of magnetic sublevels can be drawn here. In
the case of the beryllium-like resonances, the measured values for the degree of
linear polarisation agree well with the theoretical values.
For the Li1 resonance, measuring the degree of linear polarisation for a heavier
ion, xenon in comparison to krypton, results in a bigger influence of relativistic
contributions, like Breit interaction. In this case, the experimental value of
PL, exp =-0.43±0.10 agrees well with the calculations taking Coulomb as well as Breit
interaction into account, PL, theo (C+B) =-0.44, while it rules out by 5σ calculations
only taking the Coulomb interaction into account, which yields PL, theo (C) =-0.95.
In terms of the population probabilities of magnetic sublevels, for an ion as heavy
as xenon, the experimental value clearly proves a population probability of the
magnetic sublevel with |md| =0, which is forbidden in the non-relativistic limit [24].
Figure 50 shows the present status of research on the influence Breit interaction
has on the polarisation of the specific DR line Li1. The experiments conducted so far
clearly establish that especially for heavier ion species Breit interaction dominates
Coulomb interaction for this resonance. Distinguishing the influence the gener-
alised Breit interaction has, which takes into account the frequency of the photon
mediating the electron-electron interaction, see equation (23), from the ”classical”
Breit interaction requires an improvement for the resolution for polarisation mea-
surements in the order of one magnitude for X-ray energies in the region from
10 keV to 35 keV or performing polarisation measurements with heavier ion species.
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Figure 50: Present status of - theoretical and experimental - research on the in-
fluence Breit interaction has on the polarisation of the Li1 resonance in KLL DR
into highly charged ions. Theory calculations have been carried out by Tong et al
[7], Fritzsche [6] and by us (FAC); they include only Coulomb interaction (C), as
well as Breit interaction (B) and generalised Breit interaction (GB). Experimental
results include an EBIT experiment by Hu et al. [35] and our results [24].
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6 SDD Compton Polarimeter
6 Silicon Drift Detector Compton Polarimeter
A Silicon Drift Detector (SDD) based Compton polarimeter, see picture in figure 51,
was developed for X-ray polarimetry experiments with high energy resolution in the
energy region from 6 keV to 35 keV 3. It was built for polarisation measurements at
synchrotrons, where single transitions of HCIs can be photo-excited by synchrotron
radiation. For Compton scattered X-rays with an energy of 13 keV, its energy
resolution is 600 eV FWHM. The SDD polarimeter was tested in the course of
polarisation measurements with an EBIT at the Max Planck Institut fu¨r Kernphysik
in Heidelberg and at the high-brilliance synchrotron radiation source Petra III at
DESY, Hamburg.
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Figure 51: Silicon Drift Detector (SDD) Compton polarimeter. The chip module
hosts the eight SDD chips. The preamp modules, one on each side of the chip
module, host the SDD chip electronics for four SDD chips each. The collimator
hole has a diameter of 9 mm.
3in collaboration with the company ”pn-sensor” at Munich, where it was built
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6.1 Principle Of Operation
The SDD polarimeter design is based on the sensitivity of the angular distribu-
tion of Compton scattered X-rays to their degree of linear polarisation, as with
the previous polarimeter generation based on SiPIN diodes, see chapter 3.2. The
polarimeter setup, see figure 51, consists of a chip module, which hosts the eight
detector chips, and two preamplifier modules, which house most of the SDD chip
electronics. Furthermore it consists of an aluminium collimator and a 15 mm thick
beryllium scatterer. X-rays enter the polarimeter through a beryllium window on
its frontside, after passing the collimator, which is mounted on an xy-table, where
the z-direction is defined by the beam of the incoming X-rays. The X-rays pass
through the chip module and leave the module through the beryllium window on
its backside. There they are scattered in the beryllium scatterer. Backscattered
X-rays re-enter the chip module. Their azimuthal angular scattering distribution is
sampled at a polar scattering angle of θ = 150◦ by an array of the eight circularly
arranged SDD chips.
The SDD chips are located in a dewar, which is evacuated via a KF 10 flange.
A Pirani sensor measures the pressure within the chip module. The SDD chips are
cooled with Peltier elements, which can be water-cooled via two pipes. On both
sides of the chip module there are beryllium windows. The preamplifier modules
enclose two four-channel preamplifiers each. The connectors on each preamplifier
module are: four Lemo connectors for the channel output, one Lemo connector for
the reset pulse and a 15-Pin D-Sub, which is used for the low-voltage supply of the
preamplifiers, the HV supply of the SDDs, the output of the temperature diode and
the output of the pressure sensor.
6.1.1 Silicon Drift Detector Chips
The high X-ray energy resolution of SDDs compared to other semiconductor de-
tectors becomes possible by implementing a new depletion scheme, i.e. sideways
depletion, of the silicon wafer. This new depletion scheme was first implemented
by E. Gatti and P. Rehak in 1984 [80]. An SDD chip, see figure 52, has two pn-
junctions, or more specifically a pnp-junction, in reverse bias as its central element.
Sideways depletion of the junction leads to an anode capacitance independent of
the active area of the detector, which in turn leads to a low leakage current and thus
low noise. This makes thermoelectric cooling of the chips by Peltier elements to
further reduce noise possible. Further noise reduction is achieved by on-chip signal
amplification by a junction gate field effect transistor (JFET).
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Figure 52: Silicon Dirft Detector (SDD) chip consisting of an n−-type silicon wafer
with p+-type contacts attached to its front- and backside. The p+-contacts on the
frontside consist of a strip array, which provides the drift field. There is a n+-type
anode on its frontside as well as a junction gate field effect transistor (JFET). [81]
SDD chips consist of a fully depleted n−-type silicon wafer, which is completely
depleted through a virtual anode, a small ohmic n+-contact, attached on one side,
see upper left side of figure 53. The anode is positively biased with respect to p+-
contacts covering both faces of the silicon wafer. Thus the pn-junctions are biased
in reverse. The capacitance-voltage characteristic between the p+-contacts and the
n+-type anode depends on the applied voltage, see lower left side of figure 53. As this
voltage comes close to the total depletion voltage, the conductive channel retracts
and the conductance drops rapidly. For a fully depleted disc, the conductance only
weakly depends on the applied voltage. The anode capacitance does not depend on
the area of the disc.
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C
Figure 53: (left side) Illustration of the sideways depletion scheme of a disc-shaped
n−-type silicon wafer. A small n+-type silicon anode is attached to the side of the
disc, while p+-type silicon contacts are attached to the faces of the discs. The capac-
itance between the p+-type contacts and the n+-type anode decreases as a function
of the applied depletion voltage. (right side) Drift field, i.e. gutter potential, for
the electron drift toward the anode. Adapted from [80]
The sideways depletion scheme leaves the option to apply an additional field,
independent from the depletion field, for charge transport. With only the depletion
field the potential for electrons has a minimum on half of the height of the silicon
disc. In the absorption of ionising radiation by the depleted silicon wafer, electron-
hole pairs are created. With the application of an additional electric field with a
component perpendicular to the surface of the disc, the electrons perform a drift
towards the anode, see right side of figure 53. The implementation of such a drift
field is achieved by attaching a strip array of p+-contacts, as drift electrodes, on the
frontside of the n−-type wafer, see figure 52. The strips of p+n-junctions provide
both the depletion and the drift field. Here, the single p+-contact on the backside
of the wafer is put on a lower potential than the contacts on its frontside. To create
a drift field, a linear potential is applied to the stripes of the p+n-junctions with
the anode on the highest potential. In sum, this yields a 2D gutter potential for
electrons, see right side of figure 53.
On-chip amplification in combination with a sideways depleted silicon chip with
its low-capacitance anode, yields a total detector capacitance of ' 50 pF. The dis-
tance between signal creation, through absorption of an ionising particle, and signal
amplification is at a minimum. Microphony effects are, as a result, also at a mini-
mum. This makes low-noise operation and thus a high energy resolution possible.
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On-chip amplification is realised by putting JFETs on the chips. Electrons, which
are created when ionising radiation impinges on the wafer, drift towards the anode
and induce a negative voltage there. This voltage is directly coupled to the gate of
the JFET, which is a p+-semiconductor. The negative voltage reversely biases the
junction by depleting the transistor channel, an n-type semiconductor. The current
drop through source and drain can be measured [78].
6.1.2 Detector Supply
In order to operate the SDD polarimeter, the following external devices are neces-
sary.
• Vacuum pump to evacuate the SDD chip module to a pressure of below
0.2 mbar
• Peltier power supply (0.35 A / 4 V) for the cooling of the SDD chips to
-20◦ C
• Low voltage power supply (+12/-24 V; max 100mA) for the preamplifier
boards
• High voltage power supply (-180 V; max 6 mA) for the depletion of the SDDs
• Pulse generator (TTL; f ' 1 kHz; Tp ' 400 ns) for the reset pulse for the
SDDs
• Digital pulse processor for DAQ
The Peltier power supply, as well as the low-voltage power supply for the pream-
plifier boards are housed in a NIM module, which was designed in our group. Its
specification are discussed in chapters 6.1.2 and 6.1.2. For the evacuation of the
SDD chip module, a scroll pump was used, and for the digital pulse processing, the
same modules as for the experiments with the SiPIN based polarimeter was used,
see chapter 3.2.2.
Vaccuum Supply and Peltier Cooling
The SDD chips are cooled down to a temperature of -20◦ C to achieve a low leakage
current and thus a good energy resolution. As water and ice would damage the
chips, the detector module is evacuated to a vacuum of below 0.2 mbar in order
to prevent water vapour from condensating and building up ice on the SDDs. The
pressure is measured with a Pirani gauge inside the module. The Pirani output
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voltage is in the range from 1.0 V (>1 mbar) to 1.36 V (<10−4 mbar). At a voltage
of 1.2 V, the pressure inside the chip module is at 0.2 mbar.
The cooling is done by two Peltier elements, one for four detector chips each. In
order to cool them down to -20◦C, a voltage of about 4 V with a current of about
0.35 A has to be applied to the Peltier elements. This is managed with the circuit
depicted in figure 54. To control the current through P+ and P- and to keep it
below 0.1 A on startup, a series of potentiometers and resistances is used. A low-
pass filter keeps high frequency noise from the Peltier elements. The voltage and
the current through the Peltier cooler is monitored by volt- and amperemeters. The
temperature of one chip on each side is monitored by a temperature diode, whose
output voltage is monitored with a voltage change of 0.03 V per degree Celsius
temperature change.
+12VGND 0...200 Ω
10 Ω
10 μF
10 Ω 0...20 Ω
0...20 Ω
VA
IA
P-A
P+A
IB
P+B
10 μF VB
P-B
Figure 54: Power supply for the two Peltier coolers inside the the chip module.
A 200 Ω potentiometer is used to limit the Peltier current on startup below 0.1
A. With a resistor of 10 Ω and a potentiometer of 20 Ω for each side, the desired
voltage drop and current through the Peltier elements is adjusted.
Low Voltage Preamplifier Power Supply
The preamplifier boards are supplied with +12 V and -24 V with a maximum
current of 100 mA via the circuit depicted in Fig. 55. The preamplifier boards not
only supply the preamplifiers but also bias the Pirani sensor and the temperature
diode. To minimize high-frequency noise, the supply circuit consists of two low-pass
filters.
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+12 / -24V
0.01 μF 6.8 μF6.8 μF
GND
2.2 μH
Figure 55: Low-pass filters for the preamplifier board power supply.
6.1.3 Polarimeter Simulation
A Geant4 4 Monte Carlo simulation was used to derive the modulation factor, see
chapter 3.2.3, of the SDD polarimeter. The detector geometry in the simulation is a
simplified version of the real polarimeter. It consists of an aluminium collimator, the
beryllium scatterer and the silicon detector chips. A beam of 100% linearly polarised
X-rays with an energy of 13 keV per photon is generated and collimated towards
the scatterer, see figure 56. The dominant scattering processes in this energy range
were included in the Geant4 physics list: Compton and Rayleigh scattering. The
scattering distribution is sampled by the detector chips.
Figure 56: Simulated X-ray events in the SDD based polarimeter. Events are
simulated in the Geant4 framework. 100% linearly polarised X-rays with 13 keV
per photon, shown in green, are generated and collimated by the blue collimator,
towards the scatterer, shown in red. The scattered X-rays are detected by twelve
SDD chips, depicted in black.
4https://geant4.web.cern.ch/geant4/
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In each of the eight simulated detector chips, energy spectra of the scattered
X-rays were recorded, see figure 57. The peak at 13 keV corresponds to Rayleigh
scattered X-rays. The energy deposition of the X-ray in the scatterer is negligible in
Rayleigh scattering for this energy range. The broader peak at 12.4 keV corresponds
to the Compton peak of Compton scattered X-rays. The lines shapes are discussed
in chapter 6.2. Plotting the number of Compton scattered X-ray events as a function
of the azimuthal angle of the particular chips yields the azimuthal angular scattering
distribution, see figure 58. This distribution was fitted with the Klein-Nishina
formula and a value of M = 0.29 was obtained for the modulation factor.
Figure 57: Geant4 simulation of scattered X-rays in the SDD polarimeter. The
figure shows the energy spectrum of X-rays with 13 keV which are Compton and
Rayleigh scattered in beryllium. The peak at 13 keV corresponds to Rayleigh
scattered X-rays, while the peak at 12.4 keV corresponds to Compton scattered
X-rays.
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Figure 58: Geant4 simulation of scattered X-rays in the SDD polarimeter. The
figure shows the azimuthal angular scattering distribution of Compton scattered
X-rays at 12.4 keV. The distribution is fitted with the Klein-Nishina formula, see
chapter 2.2.2.
To characterise the performance of the SDD polarimeter for different X-ray en-
ergies in the region from 6 keV to 30 keV, further simulations have been conducted.
The figure of merit F = M2 is used to characterise the polarisation sensitivity
[77]. Here, the efficiency  is defined as the product of the Compton scattering
efficiency of X-rays of a given energy in the solid angle covered by the SDD chips
and the quantum efficiency of the SDDs for this energy. The scattering efficiency
and the modulation factor are derived by a Geant4 simulation, while the quantum
efficiency of the SDDs was supplied by their manufacturer. Figure 59 shows the
results of the simulation. The limiting factor for polarisation measurements with
the SDD polarimeter is its efficiency. For X-rays with energies above 30 keV, the
SDDs become more and more transparent. For energies below 6 keV, the Compton
scattering cross section becomes too small, see figures 8 and 9. The polarimeter
shows its best performance at X-ray energies of 13 keV.
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Figure 59: Modulation factor M, efficiency  and figure of merit F of the SDD
polarimeter.
6.1.4 Characterisation of the SDD Chips with an 241Am and 55Fe Source
The energy resolution of the SDD detector chips was determined using two radioac-
tive sources, 55Fe and 241Am. With the sources in front of the chips, the following
energy spectra, shown in figure 60 and 61, were recorded. Only the spectrum for
one channel for each source is shown. For the 55Fe source, the FWHM of the peak at
5.9 keV, due to Kα X-rays, was deduced through fitting the peak with a Gaussian
profile. For the 241Am source, the FWHM of the peak at 13.9 keV, which is caused
by Lα X-rays, and of the strong 60 keV gamma line was deduced by fitting the
peaks with Gaussian profiles. The measured energy resolutions are listed in table
10.
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Channel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
FWHM [eV] @ 5.9 keV 180 183 183 188 188 183 180 190
FWHM [eV] @ 13.9 keV 265 272 246 251 270 272 274 265
FWHM [eV] @ 60 keV 361 427 397 430 434 458 425 434
Table 10: Measured energy resolutions of the SDD polarimeter chips at energies of
5.9 keV, 13.9 keV and 60 keV.
Figure 60: X-ray energy spectrum recorded in channel eight of the SDD polarimeter
with an 55Fe source in front of the SDD chips. The line at 5.9 keV is due to Kα
X-rays. The line at 6.5 keV is due to Kβ X-rays. The Kα peak is fitted with a
Gaussian profile, shown in magenta.
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Figure 61: Same as figure 60 except with an 241Am source. The upper figure shows
the whole X-ray spectrum. The lower figures show the line at 13.9 keV, which is
due to Lα X-rays, and the gamma line at 60 keV, respectively. The 13.9 keV and
60 keV peaks are fitted with Gaussian profiles and a zero order polynominal to
approximate the background. The fits are shown in magenta.
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6.2 Polarisation Measurements of Krypton KLL DR at the
FLASH-EBIT
In this chapter, a test measurement with the SDD polarimeter at the FLASH-EBIT
at the Max Planck Institut fu¨r Kernphysik in Heidelberg in March 2016 is presented.
The goal of this measurement was to measure the degree of linear polarisation of
X-rays emitted by highly charged krypton ions during KLL DR. The setup used
here was very similar to the ones used for the previous polarisation measurements
at the FLASH-EBIT in 2013, see chapter 4, and at the HD-EBIT in 2014, see
chapter 5, with the SiPIN polarimeter. The setup consisted of the FLASH-EBIT,
the SDD polarimeter and a further semiconductor detector, a one chip SDD, for
diagnostic purposes which recorded unscattered X-rays from the trap. There was
also a difference in geometry. While in previous measurements the polarimeter was
attached to the EBIT side beryllium window, here it was attached to the bottom
window. The polarimeter was placed on a plate held by four metal rods with
adjustable length. Furthermore incoming X-rays were backscattered towards the
SDD chips. In total this yields a more complicated geometry in comparison to the
previous experiments at EBITs with the SiPIN polarimeter. As a result of this
complicated geometry, the geometrical alignment between X-ray beam from the
trap, collimator and scatterer had to be precisely adjusted.
To identify the Kr KLL DR resonances at electron beam energies of 8.9 - 9.4
keV, the one chip SDD is used to record energy spectra of X-rays from the trap. The
FLASH-EBIT was configured to achieve a resolution of the electron beam energy,
which was high enough to resolve the resonances, and maintain a sufficient DR
X-ray count rate in the resonance of interest. This was the Be1 resonance with an
intermediate state of [(1s2s22p1/2)12p3/2]5/2 at an electron beam energy of 9175.6
eV. The trap depth was set to 270 V and the beam current was at 200 mA. An
FAC calculation yielded a degree of linear polarisation of PL, theo = 0.49 for the
Be1 resonance. This particular resonance was chosen because of its high resonance
strength and relatively high degree of polarisation.
Plotting the X-ray energy spectra as a function of the electron beam energy,
while performing scans over the Kr KLL DR energy region, yields a two dimensional
spectrum of the KLL DR resonances, see figure 62(a). The horizontal line of bright
spots at an X-ray energy of 13 keV are the KLL DR resonances of highly charged
krypton ions. They are located on a diagonal line, nearly invisible in the spectrum,
which is due to non-resonant L shell RR. Figure 62(b) shows a projection of the
X-ray events with an X-ray energy in the DR range on the electron beam energy
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axis. To identify the resonances, this spectrum was compared to FAC calculations.
The Be1 and Be3 resonances, at 9.176 keV and 9.239 keV, were used to calibrate
the electron beam energies. The resolution for the beam energy was 21 eV at
9.176 keV, which is similar to the resolution achieved in the measurement with the
SiPIN polarimeter in 2013, see chapter 4.1.1. In comparison to the measurement
in 2013, here, the FLASH-EBIT has been optimised solely for the production of
beryllium-like krypton ions. To analyse the polarimeter data, the contribution of
RR X-rays from recombination into the L shell to the Be1 KLL DR peak has to
be deduced from the spectrum in figure 62(b). The two peaks, Be1 and Be2 were
fitted with Gaussian profiles while the background was approximated by a first
order polynominal. The fits yield a contribution of RR of the order of 9%, which is
similar to the contribution of RR to the DR lines for DR into beryllium-like krypton
ions measured during the experiment in 2013, see chapter 4.1.2.
Figure 62: (a) Intensity plot of X-ray events measured while perfoming scans with
the electron beam energy. (b) Projection of the X-ray events with an X-ray energy in
the KLL DR range on the electron beam energy axis. The resonances are identified
with the help of FAC calculations, see figure 31
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X-ray spectra were recorded in the one chip SDD detector while the electron
beam energy was scanned over the DR resonances. Figure 63 shows such an X-ray
spectrum in the one chip SDD detector with the electron beam energy in the region
of the Be1 resonance. The peak at 13 keV encompasses the resonance and L shell
RR X-rays. The energy resolution was 340 eV FWHM at 13 keV.
Figure 63: X-ray spectrum in the one chip SDD detector with the electron beam
energy tuned into the Be1 resonance. The peak at 13 keV corresponds to KLL DR
and L shell RR X-rays.
For polarimetry, the electron beam energy was tuned into the Be1 resonance,
while recording energy spectra in the eight polarimeter channels. Figure 64 and
figure 64 show such energy spectra. The peak at 12.4 keV corresponds to Compton
scattered X-rays with an energy of 13 keV at a scattering angle of 150◦. This peak
encompasses X-rays due to KLL DR and L shell RR. The peak at 13 keV is due to
Rayleigh scattered KLL DR and L shell RR X-rays. Below 10 keV bremsstrahlung
dominates the spectrum. For the different channels the energy resolution for the
scattered X-rays at 12.4 keV was deduced by fitting the peaks. The results are
listed in table 11.
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Channel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
FWHM [eV] @ 12.4 keV 542 587 594 643 622 601 585 613
Table 11: Energy resolution of the SDD channels for Compton scattered X-rays
with 13 keV.
Figure 64: X-ray spectrum observed using the first four SDD polarimeter channels
with the electron beam energy tuned into the DR resonance Be1 without a set
geometric alignment between collimator and SDD chips. The small peak at 13 keV
is due to Rayleigh scattered DR and L shell RR X-rays coming from the EBIT. The
peak at 12.4 keV is due to Compton scattered DR and L shell RR X-rays.
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Figure 65: Same as figure 64, except for the second four polarimeter channels
Figure 66 shows a comparison of the energy spectra of Compton and Rayleigh
scattered X-rays with 13 keV derived with the Geant4 simulation, see chapter 6.1.2,
and measured using the forth SDD polarimeter channel. The ratio of Compton to
Rayleigh scattered X-rays, which is approximately nine to one, is the same for the
both spectra. X-rays with an energy of 13 keV do not lose any energy in Rayleigh
scattering. From fitting the peak due to Rayleigh scattered X-rays, the energy
resolution of the SDD channels can be derived, which is approximately 300 eV
FWHM. The energy of Compton scattered X-rays depends on their polar scattering
angle θ. The SDD chips cover a range of polar scattering angles around θ = 150 ◦.
With the infinitesimally small energy resolution of the detector chips in the Geant4
simulation, this results in line shape which resembles a Voigt profile. In a single
Compton scattering process, X-rays with an energy of 13 keV cannot lose more
energy than 700 eV, which corresponds to θ = 180 ◦. X-ray events with an energy
of less than 12.3 keV are due to multiple scatterings in the beryllium scatterer. In
the measurement, the finite energy resolution of the chips smears out this profile.
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The resultant line shape can be approximated by a Gaussian profile.
Compton
Rayleigh
Compton
Rayleigh
Figure 66: Comparison of the energy spectra of scattered X-rays with 13 keV derived
with a Geant4 simulation (left side) and measured using the forth SDD polarimeter
channel (right side).
The X-rays coming from the ion trap have to be collimated exactly to the geo-
metric center of the chips on the scatterer. If this geometric alignment is off center,
the azimuthal angular scattering distribution does not show a dipole structure even
if linearly polarised X-rays are Compton scattered. Therefore, the collimator is fixed
on a µm-xy-table to set this geometric alignment between collimator and chips. In
comparison to the forward scattering geometry of the SiPIN polarimeter, the SDD
polarimeter uses a more complicated backscattering geometry, which makes setting
the geometric alignment more difficult. Figure 64 and figure 64 show energy spectra
recorded while setting the geometric alignment.
Figure 67 and figure 68 show energy spectra recorded with the final geometric
alignment. The accumulated statistics represents two full days of measurements. It
is enough to resolve the peak due to Rayleigh scattered X-rays from the peak due to
Compton scattered X-rays. The statistics accumulated are not sufficient to perform
fits of the peak due to Compton scattering. The Compton scattering intensity at a
given angle, i.e. in a given chip, was derived by summing over the X-ray events in
the peak. Figure 69 shows the azimuthal angular scattering distribution of X-rays
due to the KLL DR Be1 resonance in highly charged krypton ions. The intensity
modulation is fit with the Klein-Nishina formula to deduce the degree of linear
polarisation of the KLL DR Be1 X-rays.
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Figure 67: Same as figure 64, except with the final geometric alignment between
collimator and SDD chips.
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Figure 68: Same as figure 67, except with the second four polarimeter channels.
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Figure 69: Measured azimuthal angular scattering distribution of X-rays due to the
KLL DR Be1 resonance in highly charged krypton ions. The magenta line represent
the fit with the Klein-Nishina formula.
For the data analysis, the contribution of L shell RR X-rays to the DR peak,
which is at 9% has to be taken into account, see chapter 4.2 for the procedure.
The polarisation of these RR X-rays is PRR = 0.59 ± 0.15. The error is due to an
uncertainty about the charge state distribution in the trap. Fitting the measured
azimuthal angular scattering distribution, yields a degree of linear polarisation of
PDR, exp = 0.56 ± 0.20 for the Be1 KLL DR resonance of highly charged krypton
ions. The theoretical value is PDR, theo = 0.49.
The first polarisation measurement with the new SDD based Compton polarime-
ter has been successfully performed. The measured degree of polarisation has a
relative error of 37.5% with respect to the measured degree of polarisation. Longer
measuring time and thus more statistics is needed for a more precise measurement.
Furthermore, adjusting the geometrical alignment between incoming X-rays, colli-
mator and SDD chips is more complicated in the back scattering geometry than for
the SiPIN based Compton polarimeter.
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6.3 Polarisation Measurement at Petra III
The SDD polarimeter was tested in the course of a polarisation measurement at
the Petra III synchrotron radiation source at DESY, Hamburg, in June 2016. The
measurements were performed at the beamline P01, where an undulator functions
as a source for high brilliance, monochromatic X-ray beams in the energy range
from 5 keV to 70 keV with a 100% degree of linear polarisation in the horizontal
direction. Under these conditions, the polarimeter response to high-flux X-rays with
a high degree of polarisation was tested.
6.3.1 Petra III Facility
Petra III is the most brilliant storage-ring-based X-ray radiation source in the world.
The Petra accelerator, a 2.3 kilometre synchrotron, stores pulsed beams of electrons
- or positrons - at energies of 6 GeV with a beam current of 100 mA. Synchrotron
radiation is emitted when charged particles at ultra relativistic speeds are acceler-
ated radially. In synchrotron radiation sources this is achieved by bending magnets,
which keep the particles on their circular orbit, or by inserted periodic magnetic
structures, undulators or wigglers, which force the particles on a sinusoidal path.
All three methods lead to radiation directed tangentially outward in a narrow radi-
ation cone [82]. Synchrotron radiation is characterised by a high brilliance, which
is defined as the number of photons per second, per solid angle, per source size,
and per bandwidth of 0.1% of the central frequency. Petra III achieves a brilliance
exceeding 1021 ph/(s mm2 mrad2 0.1%BW)5. In comparison to conventional syn-
chrotrons which accelerate particles from low to high energies, synchrotron light
sources are storage rings, in the sense that particles are stored at a constant energy
and radio-frequency cavities are used to replenish energy losses due to synchrotron
radiation.
Bending magnet radiation occurs when charged particles move through the field
of a bending magnet with ultra-relativistic speeds and are thus accelerated towards
the center of the storage ring, see figure 70. The charged particle emits radiation in a
small cone with an emission angle θ depending on its Lorentz factor γ: θ = 1/γ. For
Petra III the emission angle is in the 10−2 mrad regime. Bending magnet radiation
has a broad spectrum which ranges from microwaves into the X-ray regime. The
critical energy EC , with half the emitted photons having a larger and the other half
a smaller energy than EC , of this radiation provides a parameter for characterising
bending magnet radiation [82]:
5http://photon-science.desy.de
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EC =
3eh¯Bγ2
2me
(59)
For Petra III, with bending magnet fields of 0.873 T, this yields EC =20.9 keV.
Figure 70: Production of bending magnet radiation in synchrotrons. Ultra-
relativistic, charged particles move through a uniform magnetic field and are accel-
erated towards the center of the synchrotron. They emit radiation tangentially in
a narrow cone. Taken from [83]
Undulators consist of a periodic structure of dipole magnets, see figure 71.
When relativistic electrons or positrons traverse the periodic magnetic field B(z) =
B0cos(2piz/λu), with the peak magnetic field B0 and the magnetic period λu, the
produced radiation is very intense, collimated in the z-direction and has a very
small energy range. Following [82], a derivation of the ”undulator equation” is pre-
sented here, which yields the wavelength of photons emitted from an undulator as
a function of the magnetic field geometry of the undulator, the Lorentz factor of
the electrons/positrons passing through it and the observation angle with respect
to the undulator axis. It also yields the wavelengths of the higher harmonics of the
undulator radiation.
Figure 71: Production of undulator radiation in synchrotrons. Relativistic, charged
particles move through a periodic structure of dipole magnets. Taken from [83]
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In the electron rest frame, upon entering the undulator, the electron passes a
Lorentz contracted periodic magnetic structure with the period λ′ = λu/γ. The
electron oscillates and radiates like a classical oscillating dipole with the frequency
ω′ = 2picγ/λu with a small relative spectral width ω′/∆ω′ = N , with the number
of magnetic periods N, see figure 72.
Figure 72: (left side) Dipole radiation pattern of undulator radiation in the rest
frame of the electron. (right side) Radiation spectrum of undulator radiation in the
rest frame of the electron. Adapted from [82]
In the laboratory frame the radiated wavelength is reduced by relativistic Doppler
shifting. In a Taylor expansion around small angles around the electron beam
direction θ = 0, this yields the wavelength of emitted radiation in the laboratory
frame:
λ = λ′γ(1− cos(θ)) = λu
2γ2
(1 + γ2θ2) (60)
The radiation pattern in the laboratory frame is a relativistically contracted dipole
radiation pattern, which is often referred to as ”searchlight” radiation. Radiation is
emitted in a central cone with half an opening angle given by θ = 1/(2γ), see figure
73. Off-axis effects significantly widen the relative spectral width, which makes the
use of monochromators to select a small spectral width necessary.
Figure 73: (left side) Dipole radiation pattern of undulator radiation in the lab-
oratory frame. Radiation emission is relativistically contracted to the forward di-
rection. (right side) Radiation spectrum of undulator radiation in the laboratory
frame. Adapted from [82]
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The actual undulator equation takes effects due to the transverse velocity of the
electron vx into account, which not only yields a dependency on the magnetic field
strength and geometry, but also the higher harmonics of the undulator radiation.
Deriving this equation has to start with the force an electron experiences in the
presence of an electromagnetic field: d~p/dt = e( ~E + ~v × ~B). In the absence of
electric fields and for the periodic magnetic undulator field, this yields in the limit
~v ' ~vz:
vx =
Kc
γ
sin
(
2piz
λu
)
; with K ≡ eB0λu
2pimc
(61)
with the non-dimensional parameter K, which defines the magnetic strength for
the periodic magnetic structure. K is also called the deflection parameter. It
determines the maximum deflection angle of the electron on its trajectory through
the undulator, θe,max ' K/γ. Undulator radiation is only produced for K<1. In
this regime the maximum deflection angle of the electron is within the emitted
radiation cone, which allows interference effects between the emitted radiation by
the oscillating electrons and the motion of other electrons. This results in a narrow
spectral bandwidth. In wigglers, periodic magnetic insertion devices with K>1,
on the other hand, such interference effects are not present and they have a much
broader spectral bandwidth.
The velocity of the electron in z-direction is not a linear function in time, but
includes oscillations. Starting with the Lorentz factor, as a constant in magnetic
fields, and inserting the transverse velocity of the electron vx, yields these oscilla-
tions in vz.
vz
c
= 1− 1 +K
2/2
2γ2
+
K2
4γ2
cos (n2λuz) (62)
with the higher harmonics n of the electron oscillation in z-direction. This yields
the undulator equation with the higher harmonics in n:
λ = n
λu
2γ2
(
1 +
K2
2
+ γ2θ2
)
(63)
The first term represents the generation of X-rays for the Lorentz contracted dipole
radiation. The second term, representing the geometry and strength of the periodic
magnetic structure, allows magnetic tuning of the emitted radiation. The third term
accounts for off-axis variations of the emitted wavelength. The radiation pattern
of the higher harmonics varies from the first harmonic. Odd harmonics have their
emission maximum for θ = 0, while even harmonics peak off axis.
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At the P01-Beamline at Petra III, where the test measurement was conducted,
100% linearly polarised X-ray beams are produced in the energy range between
5 keV and 70 keV with an energy resolution of 1 meV at 14.4 keV. To achieve
such a high energy resolution, the X-ray beam from the undulator passes a crystal
monochromator assembly. Only a narrowly selected range of wavelengths, which is
diffracted according to Bragg’s law, passes a monochromator. Accordingly, for a
given crystal spacing, e.g. 3.136 A˚ for the (111) planes in silicon, this energy range
can be selected by setting the scattering angle. For 14 keV X-rays, Bragg scattered
at the (111) planes in silicon, this angle is at 61.6◦.
6.3.2 Experiment
The SDD polarimeter was positioned right in the X-ray beam from the undulator
at the beamline P01. The third harmonic of the undulator was used to set the
photon energy to 13 keV by the Si (111) double crystal monochromator. The
monochromator was not detuned to suppress the higher harmonics generated at
the undulator. In front of the collimator, a 1 cm thick aluminium plate was placed
to attenuate the beam. Without the plate, the signal count rate in the detector
would have exceeded the maximum possible value of 1 kHz, which can be handled by
the data acquisition system. Mounting the plate in front of the collimator modifies
the modulation factor of the polarimeter, see chapter 3.2.3. For the relevant X-ray
energies here, i.e. 13 keV and 39 keV, the modulation factor is M = 0.23 and 0.25,
respectively.
Energy spectra from the eight SDD channels were recorded, see figure 74 for the
energy spectrum from channel 7. The energy resolution is 300 eV FWHM at 13
keV. The following lines in the spectrum can be clearly identified. At 6.4 keV, there
is the iron Kα line. The line at 13 keV is due to the first harmonic of the undulator.
The line at 12.4 keV is due to Compton scattered X-rays of the first harmonic. The
line at 39 keV is due to the ninth harmonic of the undulator beam, with Compton
scatterings of these X-rays at approximately 33.5 keV. The line at 14.4 keV may be
due to the Mo¨ßbauer effect in 57Fe, which is found in the beamline. There is a faint
line at 13.7 keV which might be due to Compton scattered X-rays with 14.4 keV.
The line at 25.2 keV may be due to Kα X-rays of tin. The line at 26.4 keV may
be due to Kα X-rays of antimony. Both tin and antimony is used in solder, which
is found in the polarimeter. X-rays due to the ninth harmonic may have ionised
the tin and antimony used in the polarimeter. The line at 28 keV could not be
identified.
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Figure 74: Energy spectrum of the undulator beam in channel 7 of the SDD po-
larimeter. 3 rd harm. refers to the third harmonic of the undulator, while 3 rd harm.
Compton refers to the Compton scattered X-rays of the third harmonic.
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Figure 75: Energy spectrum of the undulator beam in channel 7 of the SDD po-
larimeter for the energy region of the third harmonic at 13 keV. The lines are fitted
with Gaussian profiles. A first order polynominal is used to fit the background.
The fit is shown in magenta. The peaks are shown in green and the background in
blue.
The degree of linear polarisation of X-rays of the third and ninth harmonic is
analysed here. For the third harmonic, the peak due to Compton scattering sits on
top of a linear background which is also polarised. To deduce its contribution, the
energy spectra in the energy range from 12 keV to 15 keV were fitted, see figure
75. The contribution of background X-rays at 12.4 keV is at 45%. Its polarisation
was deduced by fitting the azimuthal angular scattering distribution of X-rays in
the energy range from 10 keV to 12 keV with the Klein-Nishina formula. The
background X-rays have a degree of linear polarisation of PL = 0.14 in the vertical
direction. The azimuthal angular scattering distribution of Compton scattered X-
rays of the third harmonic, in the energy region from 12.3 keV to 12.5 keV, was
also fitted with the Klein-Nishina formula, see figure 76. An explanation on how
to account for background X-rays in the fit has been given in chapter 4.2. The fit
yields a degree of linear polarisation of the third harmonic of PL = -0.95±0.09, i.e.
it is fully polarised in the horizontal direction. The degree of linear polarisation of
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the third harmonic at 13 keV has been measured before with a Bragg polarimeter.
There the measured degree of linear polarisation was PL = -1.0000±10−4 [84]. The
measurements with the SDD Compton polarimeter and the Bragg polarimeter agree
well.
Figure 76: Measured azimuthal angular scattering distributions of X-rays of the
third harmonic. The distribution is fitted with the Klein-Nishina formula, shown
in magenta.
For the ninth harmonic, the azimuthal scattering distribution of Compton scat-
tered X-rays within an energy interval from 33 keV to 34 keV is fitted to deduce
their degree of linear polarisation, see figure 77. The background is in this energy
range at a level of 4% and is therefore neglected in the analysis. The deduced degree
of linear polarisation of the ninth harmonic is PL = -1.00±0.04, i.e. it is, like the
third harmonic, fully polarised in the horizontal direction.
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Figure 77: Same as figure 76 except for the nineth harmonic.
The discrepancy between the azimuthal scattering distributions of the third and
ninth harmonic and their respective fits is due to a geometrical missalignment be-
tween the X-ray beam from the undulator and the SDD chips, which is similar to
the geometrical missalignment between the collimator and the SDD chips in the
experiment with krypton ions, see chapter 6.2. In both cases, the beam has to
be perfectly aligned to the geometric center of the circularly arranged chips. Fur-
thermore, the beam has to impinge perpendicularly on the surface of the scatterer.
The width of the beam from the undulator, which is usually of the order of a few
hundred µm, is many orders of magnitude smaller than the hole of the collimator.
This makes beam collimation with the SDD polarimeter impossible. The recorded
azimuthal scattering distributions indicate that, from the perspective of the beam,
the beam was aligned off center to the left side.
The new polarimeter generation, the SDD based Compton polarimeter, has
been designed for experiments at synchrotron radiation sources. A first, successful
test of its performance in this environment has been presented here. Its high energy
resolution has made resolving weak lines from background possible. Within the error
bars the polarisation measurements agree with the expectations for synchrotron
radiation in the energy range between 13 keV and 39 keV, for which the polarimeter
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was designed. To conclude, the new polarimeter generation is ready to be used in
experiments at synchrotron radiation sources, where it can be used to measure the
polarisation of single transitions of HCIs.
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In this thesis work, X-ray polarisation measurements in collisional processes in
laboratory plasmas of stored HCIs have been performed. The aim was to further our
understanding of relativistic particle dynamics under the presence of strong nuclear
electromagnetic fields. Therefore, the resonant electronic recombination process,
KLL DR, into few electron krypton and xenon ions, has been studied. Analysing
the degree of linear polarisation of such KLL DR lines yields the alignment of the
doubly-excited intermediate state, i.e. the population mechanism of the magnetic
sublevels of the intermediate state with electrons. Probing the alignment of the
excited state via polarisation measurements allows a study of the influences of
relativistic effects on the electron-electron interaction in collisional processes, which
become pronounced in the presence of strong electromagnetic fields
A newly developed silicon PIN Compton polarimeter was used to perform these
measurements. Thereby, the technique of performing polarisation measurements
at EBITs in the energy range from 10 keV to 35 keV has been established. Such
measurements had been performed before with Bragg crystal polarimeters [25] but
only features indicating polarised radiation from an ion trap could be measured. The
analysis of polarisation-dependent spectra from Bragg polarimeters suffers from a
need to account for the crystal reflectivity and its polarisation sensitivity. These
inherent difficulties make such polarisation measurements difficult to perform. The
technique presented here allows deriving the degree and angle of linear polarisation
with errors below 10%. Furthermore, in comparison to Bragg crystal polarimetry,
this technique does not suffer from the narrow energy range set by Bragg’s law and
can be applied for a broad energy range without any adjustments.
In the first experiment at the FLASH-EBIT facility, the population mechanism
of magnetic sublevels of the intermediate state formed in KLL DR into highly
charged krypton ions has been studied. The density matrix formalism is used to
derive the polarisation of DR lines in a stringent fully relativistic calculation. The
population mechanism of magnetic sublevels has also been qualitatively illustrated
by taking the angular momenta of the initial and intermediate states, as well as the
angular momentum of the recombining electron, into account. Furthermore the in-
fluence relativistic effects in the electron-electron interaction have on the alignment
of the specific intermediate state of the Li1 DR resonance have been studied. Breit
interaction was predicted to influence the polarisation of this specific resonance [6].
Due to a lack of the necessary statistics, we were not able to clearly resolve the
influence Breit interaction has on the polarisation of this specific line.
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A second polarimetry experiment at the HD-EBIT facility was conducted to
clearly resolve the influence Breit interaction has on the polarisation of the Li1
resonance. The influence was predicted to become more pronounced for heavier
ions, and thus stronger electromagnetic fields. Therefore the measurements were
performed with highly charged xenon ions. The effect Breit interaction has on
the polarisation of the Li1 resonance was measured in a 5σ confidence level, which
clearly resolves its influence on the dynamics of the electron-electron interaction in
strong fields. The presented experiments also benchmark relativistic distorted-wave
calculations performed with the FAC and RATIP computer codes, with which they
are in good agreement [24].
As already mentioned in the introduction to this thesis, an experiment measur-
ing the influence Breit interaction has on the alignment of the intermediate state of
the Li1 resonance had been performed before by Z. Hu et al. [35] in 2014. There,
the alignment had been measured indirectly by combining X-ray and DR resonance
strength measurements. Such measurements result in large relative uncertainties.
As a result, the measurements had been performed with high-Z elements. In com-
parison, the experiments presented here offer a direct measurement and, therefore,
a clearer resolution of the influence of Breit interaction on the alignment of the
intermediate state of the Li1 resonance.
Further experiments are planned by our group to study the even finer details
of the electron-electron interaction, e.g. QED effects on the alignment of the inter-
mediate states in KLL DR. The linear polarisation of X-rays produced by the Li1
resonance in KLL DR is not only influenced by the ”classical” Breit interaction,
but on a more precise level, by the generalised Breit interaction, which takes into
account the frequency of the virtual photon exchanged by the interacting electrons
in first order QED. Quantitative theoretical results of this effect have been pub-
lished by Tong et al. in 2015 [7]. GBI effects become distinct at Li-like ions with
high atomic number. For ions species with Z≥80 the effect GBI has on the polari-
sation of the Li1 line exceeds 8% in comparison to the BI effect. At the HD-EBIT
such heavy elements can be produced. Alternatively, measurements at experimen-
tal storage rings are an option. To perform such a polarisation measurement, our
group is currently building a new Compton polarimeter based on annular segmented
germanium with an energy resolution of 2 keV for X-ray energies from 30 keV - 2
MeV.
Polarimetry at the low energy region of hard X-rays has so far been limited
by the low efficiency of Compton scattering in this region. In this thesis work,
a new Compton polarimeter has been developed, built and tested at two X-ray
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radiation facilities. It is based on SDD chips for the energy region of 6 keV to 35
keV and achieves an energy resolution of 600 eV for Compton scattered X-rays at
an energy of 13 keV. For unscattered X-rays at 6 keV, the SDD chips provide an
energy resolution of 180 eV. This new polarimeter has been tested at a polarisation
measurement of KLL DR X-rays of highly charged krypton ions at the FLASH-
EBIT facility, as well as at the Petra III synchrotron radiation source at DESY.
Both Compton polarimeters presented here are simple yet powerful polarisation
analysers for the hard X-ray energy range of below 35 keV. Their simple geometry
enables them to be used at any radiation facility.
The Compton polarimeters developed in our group are ready to be applied to
diagnostics of high temperature plasmas sources, as e.g. tokamaks [85] or laser-
generated plasma sources [86]. In tokamaks with very high temperature plasmas
in the range of 10 keV to 30 keV, the polarimeters developed here can perform
measurements on highly charged krypton, which is used as a coolant gas, to derive
information about the directionality of plasma electrons. The feasibility of this
method has already been proven for helium-like and beryllium-like oxygen impurity
lines at the WT-3 tokamak at the Kyoto University [87]. Here, a VUV spectrometer
with a double refracting calcite plate has been used to measure polarisation prop-
erties of impurity emission lines in the 100 eV to 300 eV range. Traces of alignment
of the ensemble of excited ions were found, which indicates a spatially anisotropic
collisional excitation by electrons with an anisotropic velocity distribution. Similar
alignment creation in hydrogen n=3 levels observed on Motional Stark Effect (MSE)
spectra of the LHD plasma in Tokyo, Japan, has also been reported [88]. Here po-
larisation measurements of the Balmer-α line can be used to derive the magnetic
field orientation in the plasma. Using the polarimeters presented here in this thesis
to perform such polarisation measurements with highly charged krypton ions would
enable measurements of the actual degree of linear polarisation of emission lines
and would furthermore yield more detailed information about the electron velocity
distribution in tokamak plasmas.
DR lines are also used for temperature diagnostics of hot plasmas [89] [90]. To be
able to derive precise information about the plasma temperature, the polarisation of
such lines has to be taken into account. In this thesis, a benchmark for theoretical
models used to calculate polarisation of DR lines has been provided, as well as
experimental techniques to directly perform such polarisation measurements.
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To conclude, the polarimetry studies and the newly developed Compton po-
larimeters presented here open numerous possibilities for experimental studies with
highly charged ions and for diagnostics of anisotropies of hot laboratory and astro-
physical plasmas.
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